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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem. 
"Notwithstanding the contributions which have been 
made by intensive psychiatric studies and sociological 11 
surveys to the understanding of the individuals who commit 
delinquent acts, the fact remains that juvenile delinquency 
as a social problem of national magnitude has continued to 
increase not only in size, but there is considerable evi-
dence that more serious offenses are being committed by 
more youthful offenders.n1 
That juvenile delinquency and its many ramifica- 1 
I 
tions have always presented significant problems can be I! 
attested from the writings of the immortals of other years. 
"I would there were no age between ten and three-and-twen~, 
or that youth would sleep out the rest; for there is noth- 11 
ing in the between but getting wenches with child, wronging 
the ancienty, stealing, fighting,--Hark you now!tt2 Thus 
wrote Shakespeare, reminiscent of first century Plutarch, 
in the early part of the seventeenth century, when he 
1 Douglas A. Thorn, M. D., ttThe Importance of Recog-
nizing Delinquency Trends in Childhood," Federal Probation, 
March, 1948, p. 29. 
2 William· Shakespeare, "A Winter's Tale," Modern 
Library, Act III, Scene III, Ll. 66-70, First Edition, 
Random House, 1943. 
I 
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I 
placed these words in the mouth of a shepherd. This was, 
and continues to be, the challenge of adolescence. 
Every child has the opportunity to become a useful 
member of the community or a delinquent. Whether delin-
quency becomes manifest, however, depends in large measure 
on the manner in which t~e energies of the child are 
directed and how he responds to human situations. It in-
volves the whole being: heredity, physical make-up, intelli-
gence, habits of emotional responses, all of the individu- " 
al's experiences, his interaction with other human beings. 3 
"Delinquency is a legal term for a social problem; 
it is a reflection of conflicts and pressures in an indi-
vidual, in his home, and in his surroundings. When delin-
quency is present to any substantial degree in a given 
geographical area, therefore, serious questions arise con-
cerning the social health of the area, neighborhood or 
city involved."4 We realize, therefore, that the approach 
of a community to the problem of delinquency must be based 
on an awareness that apparently deliberate antisocial acts 
are often outward forms of inner difficulties and stem 
from causes within the individual and his environment. 
3 Miriam Van ater, Youth in Conflict (New York, 
New Republic Inc., 1932), p. 173. 
4 Henry W. Thurston, Concerning Juvenile Delin-
quency (New York: Columbia University Press, 1942), p. 195. 
---- =""-=-==-'-== 
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With this in mind, we are able to perceive the cause-and-
effect relationship between emotional maladjustment and 
delinquency. 
Purpose of the Study. 
The following is a study of twenty-five boys who 
were adjudged delinquent by the Boston Juvenile Court and 
ordered to report to the Citizenship Training Department in 
the year 1949. In undertaking this study, the author will 
attempt to determine the answers to the following general 
questions: 
1. What behavior and personality patterns were 
found among the case studies of delinquent 
II youths? 
2. What environmental and causative factors con-
tributed to the delinquency of these boys? 
This study is not intended to be an evaluation of 
the Boston Juvenile Court or the Citizenship Training 
Department in terms of success or failure. It is intended, 
rather, to be illustrative and will attempt to seek answers 
to the forementioned general questions. With such informa-
tion and with correlated data based upon findings in 1949, 
an average year in the postwar period, we can perhaps 
better ascertain our present position in solving this 
social problem which is as old as the human race. 
---=--=- ----
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Justirication. 
vVhen we consider that the child is rather or the 
man and that the children or today will be the adults or 
tomorrow, we are able to gain some insight into the magni-
tude or the problem of juvenile delinquency. "We have a 
larger percentage of our population behind bars than any 
other country. Each year as many persons are released rrom 
our prisons and reformatories as receive degrees from our 
colleges and universities. Approximately six million citi-
zens of this nation have criminal records and over eighty 
thousand are wanted as fugitives. The fact that over one-
half of the inmates of our prisons have been there before 
indicates that prisons do not reform, and neither can we 
successfully punish and reform an individual simultane-
ously."5 
It is disturbing to note that a large percentage 
of our prison population is made up of youthful offenders. 
It is also a well established fact that "such crimes as 
burglary, robbery and larceny, which comprise a numerically 
II 
important place among the total crimes for which persons 11 
are committed to reformatories and prisons, are to a great 
5 Focus, National Probation and Parole Association, 
27:83, May, 1948. 
extent a phenomenon of youth." 6 The role of the adolescent 
delinquent, therefore, in relationship to the future well-
being of the community and the nation, is of paramount 
importance to the nation and constitutes a problem of major 
social significance. 
To treat delinquency as a separate, complete entity 
set apart from criminality in adults may seem to be a fault 
in procedure. There are, however, two important reasons 
that make this classification advisable. The juvenile 
offender is easier to study and in most instances he is 
also easier to reclaim. 
Authorities best informed on the problem state that 
"it is much easier, far more hopeful and infinitely more 
urgent to reform, or at least seek to reform, the trans-
gressor while he is young. It is in childhood that most 
criminals commence their lawless careers. The majority 
of habitual offenders receive their first conviction before 
they are twenty-one."7 Delinquency has been termed a peril 
greater than the two other generally recognized problems 
of childhood, disease and destitution. Especially for the 
child in a metropolitan area is it more persistent and 
6 Clifford R. Shaw and Henry D. McKay, Juvenile 
Delinquency and Urban Areas (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 1942), p. 7. 
7 Cyril Burt, The Young Delinquent. 1925, p. 19. 
frequent than either bodily illness or economic want. It 
is only by scientific research, by early detection and 
treatment and by the massed social effort that we can make 
the problem progressively lighter. 
Sources of Data. 
General information and background material was 
received from those books, pamphlets and periodicals listed 
in the bibliography. Extensive use was made of the Holy 
Cross College Library, the Boston University School of 
Social Work Library, the Boston Public Library and the 
Worcester Public Library. 
The author is deeply appreciative of the cooper-
ation given by the Honorable John J. Connelly of the Boston 
Juvenile Court, by Mr. Edward J. 0 1Mara, Chief Probation 
Officer of the Boston Juvenile Court and by Mr. Joseph P. 
Shea, Director of the Citizenship Training Department. 
Method and Scope. 
The author has examined twenty-five cases which 
appeared before the Boston Juvenile Court and which were 
subsequently referred to the Citizenship Training Depart-
ment for supervision and study. A total of fifty-five 
cases were active at the Citizenship Training Department in 
the months of January, February, March and April of the 
year 1949. The author selected every second case until 
======~-- - -
6 
the required number of case studies for the purposes of 
this thesis were obtained. The cases selected are repre-
sentative of all those active at that time at the Citizen-
ship Training Department. 
The case study method has been utilized in the 
presentation of cases. A schedule which considers many of 
t h e paramount social factors in each case in relation to 
the general questions has been prepared and may be found 
in the appendix. 8 
Limitations of the Study. 
All findings and material utilized in this thesis 
has been procured through case recorda found at the Citi-
zenship Training Department and the Boston Juvenile Court. 
Information was necessarily limited in those instances in 
which committment at an early stage was found necessary 
and in those cases in which active supervision was trans-
ferred to original jurisdictions or terminated by employ-
ment, etc. 
8 See Appendix 1. 
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CHAPTER II 
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY "Per Se" 
Juvenile Delinquency Defined. 
I 
A brief survey of today's laws shows us that the 
legal status of an adolescent is variable. States differ 
with respect to their interpretation of the span of adoles-
cence and have accordingly passed laws similar in purpose 
but varying in point of application. Under Massachusetts 
law, a delinquent is "a child between seven and seventeen 
who commits an offense not punishable by death or by im-
prisonment for life."1 We note, therefore, that under 
criminal law, he is regarded as a juvenile only until he 
reaches his seventeenth birthday, but under civil law 
maturity is not attained until he is twenty-one years of 
age. While he is a legal minor, we see therefore that the 
adolescent is nevertheless subject to laws designed to 
regulate and determine the conduct of adults. 
The report in 1930 by the delinquency committee of 
the White House Conference on Child Health and Protection 
defines delinquency as "any such juvenile conduct as might 
be dealt with under the law. 112 Attempts by recognized 
1 Massachusetts Board of Probation, Probation Man-
ual of Ma s sachusetts, Seventh Edition, August, 1836, p. 34. 
2 U. s. Children's Bureau, The Delinquent Child, 
White House Conference on Child Heal~and Protection (New 
York: Century Company, 1932), p~22. 
I' I 
II 
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1 
authorities to ascertain in some detail the specific 
nature of delinquency have been many and may be best sum-
marized by that classification determined by Dr. Herbert 
E. Lou who states that a delinquent is any child under a 
certain age who 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
violates a state law or local ordinance 
(exceptions are frequently made to these 
offenses which, if committed by an adult, 
are punishable by death or life imprison-
ment); 
is wayward, incorrigible, or habitually 
disobedient; 
associates with thieves, criminals, prosti-
tutes, vagrants or vicious persons; 
is growing up in idleness or crime; 
knowingly visits a saloon, poolroom, billiard 
room or gambling place; 
knowingly visits a house of ill fame; 
wanders about streets at night; 
wanders about railroad yards, jumps on moving 
trains or enters any car or engine without 
authority; 
habitually uses or writes vile, indescent or 
obscene language; 
absents himself from home without just cause 
or without the consent of parent or guardian; 
or 
3 is a habitual truant. 
3 Herbert H. Lou, Juvenile Courts in the United 
States . (Chapel Hill, The University of No~IT!irolina Pres~ 
1927) p. 65. 
9 
The upper age limit of jurisdiction in juvenile 
courts ranges from sixteen to twenty-one years. The rna-
jority of jurisdictions, i.e., twenty states, Alaska, 
Hawaii, and the District of Columbia, set under eighteen 
years as the age limit; six states and Puerto Rico set 
under sixteen years; five states under seventeen years; and 
two under twenty-one years. 4 Five states set different age 
limits for boys and girls. Because it was found necessary 
to have some jurisdiction over parents and others responsi-
ble for the needed care of children, most states have 
adopted legislation giving the juvenile courts jurisdiction 
over adults contributing to the delinquency or dependency 
of children, over parents who fail to contribute to the 
support of their children, some cases of desertion and 
paternity cases. 
Causative Factors of Delinquency. 
Any attempt to determine an all-pervading principle 
or causative factor in delinquency inevitably leads us to 
one irrefutable fact, namely, that delinquency is assign- !I 
able to no single universal factor, or even to two or three. 
It is the outgrowth of a constellation of factors, of a 
wide variety of alternative and converging influences often 
4 Francis H. Hiller, "Juvenile and Domestic Rela-
tions Courts," Social Work Year Book, 1943, p. 260. 
10 
difficult to define because of their shading and over-
lapping aspects. 5 
A consideration of causation in delinquency leads 
us to realize that life is continuous and that theoreti-
cally speaking, a person's present social or antisocial 
personality and behavior patterns represent the sum total 
of his previous life experiences. 
Chronologically speaking, therefore, the theory of 
causation must necessarily look firstly to the parents. 
The physical and mental capacities of the parents must be 
considered as must be their education, social and economic 
class, capacity to make friends, employment, number of 
children and a host of other factors. The history of the 
family as a unit is also of importance. If they change 
their area of residence often, deaths and illnesses, di-
vorces and separations and the presence of children born in 
rapid succession all have their respective influences. II 
Oftentimes the cause of delinquency is to be found 
in the individual offender. A knowledge of his physical II 
and mental health is necessary to determine whether or not 
the primary cause of the delinquency is to be found in II 
these fields. The adjustment of the individual to a social 
setting should be discovered. His relationship to the 
5 Cyril Burt, £E· cit., p. 575. 
11 
sc ool must be ascertained. Legislation forces all chil-
dren to learn the same set of facts without regard for 
their differences in capacity or interests. Inflexible 
compulsory attendance laws and the lack of guidance, wel-
fare services and vocational training in the schools have 
their effect on the individual. 
The psychological and emotional traits of the of-
fender can often give us pertinent information. Self con-
fidence or the lack of it, alertness, stability, sense of 
security or its opposite often enter into the picture. Evi-
dence or symptoms of a psychopathic disorder may sometimes 
contain the answers to the delinquency. Studies of delin-
quency list the following factors as being contributory: 
"Homes broken by death or divorce or working mothers; the 
indifference and irresponsibility of some parents; the bad 
examples set by drunken, immoral or criminal parents; pover-
ty; poor housing and blighted neighborhoods; the lack of 
recreational opportunities to absorb the leisure time of 
children; salacious moving pictures and magazines; taverns 
and t he sale of liquor to minors; unsupervised dance halls 
and other places of commercial recreation; the automobile; 
and failure to train children for marriage and parenthood!'6 
6 Corr®onwealth of Massachusetts, Report of the II 
Special Commission Established to Make ~ Further Investiga-
tion and Study Relative 1£ the Prevention of Juvenile Delin-
quency, January, 1948, Senate No. 470, p. 9. 
12 
In view of this multitude of causes it seems un-
reasonable to blame any one factor for delinquency. The 
variety of contributing factors reflects the tremendous 
change in our society brought about by our modern civiliza-
tion. Delinquency, we must realize, is fostered by our 
living in a world of speed and power. It is caused by the 
inability of the individual to make adjustments to t hose 
social situations which threaten his security and emotional 
stability. Extra-ordinary deprivations and stresses, such 
as those which arise in periods of depression or war, may 
also upset the balance of his social adjustment. It has 
been shown that delinquency is a product of deteriorated 
neighborhoods in which overcrowding, harmful neighborhood 
conditions, cultural conflict, destructive use of leisure 
time and the influence of criminal personalities are 
present. 
Although the control of child behavior was until 
recently regarded as being within the province of the home 
and the church, it is now generally understood and accepted 
that the home is no longer a self-sufficient unit able to 
satisfy all the emotional, educational, social, recrea-
tional and economic needs of the child. The family and 
the child depend upon the community as never before. The 
basic problem, therefore, is to strengthen the services 
13 
II 
of the community to all children. 
In conjunction with the topic of causation in de-
linquency, we must remember that the period of adolescence 
contains within itself threats to the individual. Sudden 
physical growth, the development of intellectual inde-
pendence and the altering of social ideas are character-
istic of this period. Stability is sought at a time when 
the child is passing through a period of unstable existence. 
Society endeavors to enforce self-restriction and through 
law and custom seeks to regulate adolescent activities 
which have not been accustomed to legal restriction and 
which are not readily restrained. 
It is readily accepted today that it is most diffi-
cult to stereotype the delinquent. He is not an anthropo-
logical or physical type. The delinquent behavior consti-
tutes the delinquent. A youth is technically a delinquent 
only when he has been arraigned and convicted of a behavior 
which society resents and by law designates as delinquency. 
This antisocial behavior is a symptom of reaction and is 
an indication of the offender's search for satisfaction. 
The fact that almost a quarter of a million adolescents 
pass through juvenile courts annually is sufficient evi-
dence to reflect the magnitude of the problem. From study 
of these offenders, there is good reason to consider 
-- 4 
14 
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delinquent behavior as symptomatic of ego need, or of a 
conflict, or of some type of environmental maladjustment. 
=-=--'-=-=--=-===-=-- - -
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CHAPTER III 
THE JUVENILE COURT MOVEMENT AND 
THE BOSTON JUVENILE COURT 
Early History and Legislation. 
The treatment of the juvenile offender for many 
centuries was similar to that of the adult criminal. So-
ciety had been wronged and therefore insisted upon its I 
11 
measure of revenge. The brutality of such a system gradu- I 
ally became realized, however, with the result that special 
juvenile legislation was adopted. By 1945, all forty-eight 
states, Alaska, the District of Columbia, Hawaii, the 
Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico had either created 
separate courts for juveniles or had provided specialized 
jurisdiction and procedures in existing courts. 1 
Massachusetts, among the leaders of the modern ju-
venile movement, established the first reform school or 
industrial school in this country in 1847. In 1869, it 
followed with legislation which was to be the forerunner 
of all juvenile court legislation. A law passed at that 
time required an agent of the state department of charities 
to be present at the hearing on comrnittment of a child to 
a reformatory. There followed enactment of other laws 
in this state making such special provisions for juveniles 
1 Alice Scott Nutt~"Juvenile and Domestic Courts tt 
Social Work Year Book, 194·r, p. 272. ' 
16 
2 
as separate sessions of the court for children's work. 
In 1878, Massachusetts became the first state to 
appoint probation officers and thus started what is known 
today as the probation system. The first juvenile court 
law, however, was not established until 1899, when the 
Illinois legislation gave circuit and county courts juris-
diction over dependent, neglected and delinquent children 
and established a juvenile court for Cook County. 3 In the 
years which followed, all states came to recognize the II 
I 
imperativeness of treating delinquents in a juvenile settng 
and therefore passed legislative measures to accomplish 
such. 
Purpose of the Juvenile Court. 
One primary purpose motivating the adoption of 
juvenile court legislation has been to prevent the inhumane 
and demoralizing practice of subjecting children to the 
procedure used in criminal trials with its attendant pub-
licity, incarceration in common jails pending hearing of 
their cases, and the stigma of records of conviction for 
crime. A more positive motive has been to substitute 
methods and facilities designed to solve the child's prob-
lema and train him in good citizenship. To further this 
2 General Laws of Massachusetts, 1869, chap. 453, 
section 4. 
3 Laws of Illinois, 1899, Section 21, p. 137. 
==----= 
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purpose, an increasing number of juvenile courts are being 
equipped with detention homes separate from the jails and 
with staffs of probation officers to investigate the his-
tory and environmental circumstances of the children as 
well as the details of the offense. Physical, psychologi-
cal and psychiatric services are afforded the children 
through the clinical facilities of some of the more pro-
gressive courts or the use of such services established 
under other types of auspices. 
The fundamental principles of good juvenile court 
work may be summarized as follows: 
1. The court dealing with children should be 
clothed with broad jurisdiction, embracing 
all classes of cases in which a child is 
in need of the protection of the State, 
whether the legal action is in the name of 
child or of an adult who fails in his obli-
gations to the child. 
2. The court should have a scientific under-
standing of each child. 
3. Treatment should be adapted to individual 
needs. 
4. There should be a presumption in favor of 
keeping the child in his own home and his 
own community except when adequate investi-
gation shows this not to be in the best 
interest of the child.4 
These principles are consistent with the basic 
philosophy of juvenile court legislation--dealing with the 
4 Francis H. Hiller, "Juvenile and Domestic Rela-
tions Courts," Social Work Year Book, 1941, p. 284. 
---------
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child on the basis of his need for care, training or redi-
rection. They are the framework upon which jurisdiction 
within the juvenile setting is determined and are of pri-
mary importance in the investigations, detentions, adjudi-
cations, etc., of many of the present day juvenile courts. 
Procedure. 
The procedure followed in most juvenile courts is 
very different from that used in criminal sessions. The 
case of a child is ordinarily initiated by a petition, in-
stead of by the complaint or indictment used in criminal 
cases. A summons is used rather than a warrant to secure 
the attendance of the child in court and the presence of 
the parents is required.5 
The hearing is conducted in an informal manner 
I 
1
1 without a jury and the general public is excluded. There 
is no prosecuting attorney and usually no defense attorney. 
To elicit the facts the judge relies upon the investiga-
I 
1
1 tiona made by the probation officer and upon the statements 
of the parents or others and the child himself. 
In contrast with criminal law and procedure, in 
which the primary purpose is to determine guilt or inno-
cence and to inflict a punishment commensurate with the 
5 Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor T. Glueck, One 
Thousand Juvenile Delinquents. (Cambridge, Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1934) p. 13. 
19 
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offense, the juvenile court endeavors to discover the moti-
vating causes of the child's misconduct and to treat them. 
Consistent with that purpose, the juvenile court has been 
given wide discretionary powers in disposing of cases. The 
court may leave the child in its own home with or without 
the supervision of a probation officer or other social 
agency; may order medical or surgical treatment; may place 
the child in a foster family home; or may commit the child 
to a suitable public or private institution. 
The Boston Juvenile Court. 
The Boston Juvenile Court has jurisdiction over a 
large sector of the downtown area of the city. In its 
territorial jurisdiction we find a very thickly settled 
residential area of low-rent tenements, housing a great 
diversity of persons from different religious, ethnic and 
national origins. 
The court also has jurisdiction over a large, con-
centrated shopping area and business district which con-
tain the largest department stores in the city. And 
finally, it presides over an amusement area of several 
blocks containing theaters, penny arcades, taverns and 
cafes which attract the population of Greater Boston and 
its surroundings. These peculiarities the Boston Juvenile 
Court shares with courts in other metropolitan areas, but 
20 
it cannot be said to resemble the average juvenile court 
in the country as a whole. It is evident, however, that 
these characteristics afford opportunity for the commission 
of a diversified array of offenses, as well as a concentra-
tion of offenders not to be found in the jurisdictional 
area of the average juvenile court in the country. 
The court was established in 1906 for the city of 
Boston. According to statutes, it was to provide that the 
"care, custody and discipline of the children brought be-
fore it shall approximate as nearly as possible that which 
they receive from their parents." 6 It was further stated 
that they be treated, not as criminals, but as children in 
need of aid, encouragement and guidance and that proceed-
ings against them were not to be construed as being crimi-
nal proceedings. It was further stated that juvenile pro-
ceedings were not in any manner to mitigate against any 
subsequent appointment to any position that the child, 
later the adult, would otherwise receive and that a juvenfie 
record was not in any manner to be construed as being a 
7 
criminal record. Hence we note attempts by legislation 
to segregate and distinguish between the juvenile and the 
6. General Laws of Massachusetts, Tercentenary 
Edition, 1932, chap. 119, sec. 53. 
7 Ibid., sec. 56. 
21 
adult and thus a differentiation in areas of responsibility 
between the two. 
The first judge of the Boston Juvenile Court, the 
Honorable Harvey Humphrey Baker, held office until 1915. 
In recognition of his outstanding work, a psychiatric 
clinic was added to the court in 1917 and bears his name, 
The Judge Baker Child Guidance Clinic. It represented one 
of the earliest attempts for concerted efforts for child 
guidance and was to be concerned with the "personality and 
conduct disorders of childhood.ttB 
Judge Frederick Pickering Cabot followed Judge 
Baker and held office until 1932. He, too, continued to 
clarify the role of the juvenile court in the community 
and stressed personality and social factors of the indi-
vidual delinquent. Greater emphasis was placed on psychi-
atric, psychological and physiological examinations, and 
attempts were made to evaluate the offender's capacities, 
abilities and behavior characteristics. 
Judge John F. Perkins succeeded to the Boston Juve-
nile Court in 1932 and continued to carry on the work of 
his illustrious predecessors. It was he who in 1936 
founded the Citizenship Training Department as an experi-
ment in redirecting and retraining the delinquent child. 
8 Bernard Glueck, Child Guidance. (Encyclopedia of 
Social Services), III, 393. 
22 
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This adjunct to the court, to the best information avail-
able, is unique in that it is the only agency of its kind 
in the nation. 
The Honorable John F. Connolly followed Judge 
Perkins and at present continues to be magistrate of the 
Boston Juvenile Court. To Judge Connolly belongs the honor 
of not only strengthening the reputation of the Boston 
Juvenile Court in its services to the individual offender 
but also that of widening and perpetuating what is now 
recognized as a necessary supplement of the court, the 
Citizenship Training Department. 
=--=---=-------
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CHAPTER IV 
THE CITIZENSHIP TRAINING DEPARTMENT 
Purpose. 
The Citizenship Training Department of the Boston 
Juvenile Court was established in 1936 and represented a 
unique approach to the problem of delinquency. It was an 
experiment in the problems of juvenile probation and was 
based upon the observations of those long associated with 
the court that the majority of those who committed delin-
•' 1 quent acts were not emotionally ill and were not in need 
of therapy. More than ninety per cent of those arraigned 
before the court represented instances where the offenders 
were in need of re-education, training and purposeful direc-
tion in socially acceptable norma. 
The establishment of this adjunct of the court sup-
plemented that work which the probation officers were able 
to do under average circumstances and fulfilled several 
functions. Firstly, it acted as a sorting machine. Not 
all boys coming on probation have equally serious problems. 
It seemed important, therefore, to send all boys through II 
a preliminary period of study to determine the seriousness 
of the problem of each, both from the standpoint of per-
sonality and delinquency. With such information a more 
___ ~in te ~ligent sorting of the cases could be made. Those 
24 
with deep-seated problems would be given intensive treat-
ment, and those with slight difficulties would be able to 
be assisted with a minimum of supervision. 
Secondly, the establishment of the Citizenship 
Training Department enabled the court to utilize a pre-
liminary treatment and training center. It has long been 
recognized that the effectiveness of many agencies is 
handicapped by the acceptance from the court of cases which 
are not ready to submit to treatment. There was, therefore 
need for a preliminary treatment which would condition and 
generally prepare the boy for the necessary steps in his 
real program of rehabilitation. 
Thirdly, the establishment of such an agency 
carried into effect an intelligent program of probation 
designed for the best utilization of the available com-
munity resources. The emphasis was to be on treatment and 
was to be carried on in one of the many centers already in 
operation in the community. After the preliminary study 
of a boy's problem, and after making preliminary prepara-
tion for treatment, it was up to the court to furnish the 
machinery for initiating and checking the real follow-up 
program, whether it was in a psychiatric clinic, settlement 
house, foster home, church or camp. 
Purposes of the Department as constituted today 
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differ little from those expressed at its inception and 
are enumerated in a pamphlet issued in August, 1947, en-
titled "The Citizenship Training Department of the Boston 
.Juvenile Court... The objectives as stated are as follows: 
1. To study the nature and scope of the boy's problem 
from the standpoint of his personality and his 
specific reason for being in Court, and to prepare 
him to accept a subsequent treatment program. 
2. To outline and initiate, in collaboration with the 
probation officer, a program of treatment for each 
individual boy. This program must be one that has 
the possibility of being carried out. 
3. To assist probation officer, club leaders, and 
social workers in the execution of a follow-up pro-
gram. The Department is not intended to carry to 
completion the treatment of the boy but it should, 
through knowledge of community resources, help the 
probation officer to see that each individual boy 
is placed in the hands of an organization or indi- 11 
viduals who will carry out the treatment. 1 
4. To further community education in the work of pre- 11 
vention. The Department furnishes assistance to 
various community agencies and groups by providing 
speakers, technical advice and results of re-
search.l 
We see, therefore, that the major purposes of the Citi-
zenship Training Department are twofold: 1. To create 
in the probationer a more constructive attitude towards 
his personal relationships at home, in the school and 
in the community by helping him to understand and ap-
preciate his opportunities and obligations. 2. To 
appraise the probationer's physical, mental and social 
assets by observation and study of his background per-
sonality and behavior. These two major purposes imply 
1 The Citizenship Training Department of the Boston 
.Juvenile Court, 1947, p. 2. 
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two others--(a) to take advantage of his educational 
and other assets; and (b) to modify existing defects 
through the use of appropriate community resources.2 
Selection of Cases. 
The Boston Juvenile Court refers to the department 
the majority of boys between the ages of twelve and seven- II 
teen placed on probation. About sixty per cent of t~em are 
first offenders, a second offense being no bar to referral. 
Decision as to whether or not an offender is to attend the 
department is determined by the presiding Justice and is 
generally influenced by the ability of the department to 
assume the new case. It is generally agreed that maximum 
case work services can be afforded thirty boys at any one 
time. A second intake limitation is based upon the judge's 
estimate of the boy's capacity to benefit and profit by his 
experiences at the Citizenship Training Department. Experi-
ence has shown that those whose intelligence quota is below 
seventy receive no practical assistance because they are 
mentally incapable of absorbing any of the values which 
are attendant to participation in the program of the de-
partment. Other intake limitations at this agency are 
also present. Area of residence, physical well-being and 
and the presence or absence of part time employment are all 
2 Boston Juvenile Court. Report of the Evaluation 
Committee of the Citizenship Training Department, June, 
1942, p. 22:" -
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carerully considered and accorded relative weight in the 
final determination as to whether or not a boy, as a con-
dition or his probation, is ordered to attend the Citizen-
ship Training Department. 
Organization. 
One aid in the evaluation of an organization is a 
consideration of its stafr in terms of educational back-
ground and professional experience of its members. Cer-
tainly, then, the Citizenship Training Department is 
rortunate in having the services of a staff which is excep-
tionally well qualiried by training, as well as by experi-
ence, for the work they have undertaken. As presently 
constituted, it is comprised of a Director, a Boys orker, 
a Case Worker, a Psychiatrist and a Psychologist from the 
Judge Baker Child Guidance Clinic, two part-time teachers 
and a secretary. 
Courts Served. 
Originally the Department was intended to serve 
only the Boston Juvenile Court. As its work became known, 
however, various agencies requested that it receive boys 
for consultation, and in 1940 certain boys from the West 
Roxbury and Cambridge Courts were admitted at the request 
of the presiding Justices of these courts. They were boys 
who, in the opinion or the justices, were especially likely 
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to bene.fit by re.ferral to the department. This policy has 
been continued, .for the records indicate that in the year 
1947-1948, West Roxbury Municipal Court and the Central 
District Court o.f Worcester re.ferred cases to the depart-
ment. 
It is interesting to note that the services o.f the 
department are not exclusively those o.f the courts. Vari-
ous agencies have the opportunity to re.fer children to t he 
Citizenship Training Department .for study, observation and 
treatment. The Children's Aid Association was one which 
utilized department services the past year. Parents are 
also encouraged to enroll their children when the latter 
exhibit indications o.f delinquency on a pre-delinquent 
level and before such manifestations have the opportunity 
to become overt delinquency. 
Boys re.ferred to the Boston Juvenile Court are 
required to attend t he department .five days per week, Mon-
day through Friday, .for a period o.f twelve weeks. Each 
day, 4:00P. M. to 6:00P. M., they engage in various activi-
ties, i.e., gymnastics, craft programs, discussions and II 
allied .fields. The program is .focused upon principles o.f 
good health, good sportsmanship, good citizenship and 
related subjects. 
-- =l--1:.====-=--
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Methods of Study. 
Because successful treatment is dependent upon 
thorough and complete methods of study and diagnosis, some 
discussion of that topic is necessarily attendant here. 
The Citizenship Training Department of the Boston Juvenile 
Court strives to study the total personality of the child. 
Shortly after the arrival of the child at the Department, 
he receives a thorough medical examination at the Preven-
tive Clinic of the Boston Dispensary. This is in keeping 
with the relationship of physical status to delinquent 
behavior. In some cases, hereditary or constitutional 
factors may be a major factor. "In the analysis of adoles-
cent misbehavior, every specific defect and handicap must 
be recognized as possibly contributory. The fact that the 
~~ deficiencies have existed for years does not prove that 
they are unimportant, since all limitations take on new 
meaning with the physiological and psychological develop-
ment of adolescence."3 When certain remedial physical 
defects are discovered, then special attention is given to 
their correction. Interpretation by the case worker is 
offered for the courageous acceptance of situations in 
which the defects are irremedial. The child is urged to 
3 Ira s. ile, The Challenge of Adolescence, 1939, 
p. 379. 
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appreciate his potentials, to appraise his total possi-
bilities, and to ascertain his capacities in a positive ap-
proach rather than to magnify his limitations in a negative 
manner. 
The physical examination is part of the diagnostic 
treatment and is based on the fact that physical or mental 
limitations oftentimes preclude the ability of an individu-
al to act in a responsible or acceptable manner. Those of 
the Citizenship Training Department wish to recognize any 
factors which may be every day manipulations to the normal 
boy but which oftentimes present obstacles of an insur-
mountable nature to some delinquents, for often it is this 
flight from "obstacles" which originates undesirable modes 
of conduct. Hence the rigid application of the staff to 
the mental and physical factors. 
A second method of study utilized is the use of 
psychological testing. The Terman, Dearborn and Stanford 
Achievement tests are administered to each boy shortly 
after he is referred to the Department. Although no great 
emphasis is placed upon them, they are used to discover 
clues to important symptoms. When further testing is 
desirable, the Wechsler-Bellevue and the Thematic Apercep-
tion Test are also administered. Mental attitudes, capaci-
ties and mechanical skills are thus disclosed and give the 
staff some insight into the personality structure of the 
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boy. These tests are administered to groups of boys 
wherever possible and occasionally are supplewented by 
individual testing. 
Still another medium of studying the boy are the 
observations made by the staff on each boy throughout the 
twelve week period of attendance. The Department is aware 
that a clinical picture is often inaccurate because it 
fails to take cognizance of the individual in group situ-
ations. Oftentimes, moreover, it is in this specific area 
where he is having his difficulty. The staff is aware, of 
course, that observations and study within a group situa-
tion cannot give the complete picture of a boy. It does, 
however, furnish more than a mere clinical perspective. 
The boy's reaction to the various competitive aspects of 
the program afford the staff an opportunity to study the 
individual's capacity for becoming an integral part of a 
group and the areas in which he objects to group procedure. 
Certainly, the group furnishes a valuable medium ., 
for making observations of the boy under more or less real I' 
conditions of social expression. His behavior and reac- I 
tions in the gymnasium, locker room, discussion groups and 
match craft classes afford the staff the opportunity to 
note extra aggressiveness or its antithesis, passivity, 
long or short attention spans, the ability of t e indi-
vidual to apply himself to any one task over a sustained 
- --- -===-==--= 
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period of time and many other pertinent factors in the ind~ 
vidual. Interviews, arranged as often as are necessary and 
often by the direct expression for such by the boy, are 
held throughout the twelve week period of attendance and 
serve to give supplementary data on mental attitudes, rela-
tionships in the home and school and his general physical 
environment. 
Home, school and agency visits are made on each 
case as the department, acting as a rehabilitation agent, 
makes a serious attempt to evaluate each individual boy and 
the causative factors which have compelled him to seek an 
outlet for his needs and wishes in an anti-social setting. 
Four weeks after the arrival of the boy at the 
Citizenship Training Department and after all data are sum-
marized, a preliminary conference on each case is held. 
Purposes of this first conference are two-fold: To deter-
mine the direction of the investigation and ascertain 
whether it has been complete, and secondly, to determine 
the direction of the treatment. When we remember that the 
focus of social work in delinquency is to prevent, diminish 
or eliminate and that effective application of social work 
to delinquency is mainly a thoughtful diagnosis, treatment 
and research or investigation, we perceive immediately the 
necessity of tapping every possible source of information 
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in order to gain a more complete insight into the entire 
picture of the delinquent. 
After areas of investigation have been clearly 
defined and probed, areas or directions of treatment are 
determined. Under the supervision of Dr. G. E. Gardner of 
the Judge Baker Child Guidance Clinic and a consulting 
psychologist, each case is carefully reviewed and each boy 
analyzed and appraised from a psychological as well as 
psychiatric viewpoint. 
The second conference on each case occurs after the 
boy has completed his eighth week of attendance at the 
Department and is characterized by a review of the entire 
situation as it has developed. The primary purpose of this 
conference is to determine the influence of the program and 
its impact upon the boy. The benefits which accrue to the 
majority of the boys are carefully assayed and evaluated. 
Favorable development by the boy in matters of emotional 
response, maturity and cooperation is generally accompanied 
with a recommendation that he be excused from further daily 
attendance after the twelfth week. If there is evidence, 
however, that the boy has been unwilling to assume an 
active participation in the program, or if it is estab-
lished that he has responded to treat~ent slowly and would 
benefit by continued attendance at the Department, then 
measures are usually taken to prolong his period of 
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attendance for another period of time, ordinarily a maximum 
of twelve weeks. This second period is considered as being 
the second stage of the probationary period and can be 
terminated at any time when sufficient reasons or circum-
stances warrant. At the end of the study, a summary is 
made relative to the boy's problem from the standpoint of 
personality and delinquency as well as specific recommenda-
tions for treatment suited to his social, personal and 
medical needs. 
Aims of Treatment. 
Aims of treatment of the Citizenship Training De-
partrnent have been concisely stated and are as follows: 
1. To aid the boy in developing a healthy attitude 
toward the law, the family and the institutions 
under which he must live. 
2. To assist the boy in developing insight into the 
motives of his own behavior. 
3. To arouse the boy to make his own effort in every 
phase of the program. Activity, participation and 
effort are necessary on his part, even in deciding 
the most appropriate form of treatment. 
4. To give the boy a sense of achievement by aiding 
him to complete successfully certain types of 
activity.4 
These objectives, it can be perceived, are con-
sistent with those of all recognized agencies in their 
4 Boston Juvenile Court, Report of the Evaluation 
Committee of the Citizenship Training Department, June, 
1942, p. 107.---
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attempts to combat delinquency through the recognition and 
treatment of the individual as an entity. Recognition is 
offered the individual who previously enjoyed no status. 
He is afforded the opportunity to start anew, to partie!-
pate in creation as well as recreation. The metamorphosis 
in many instances is remarkable for boys who have been 
deprived of the basic necessities of life, whether they be 
tangible or intangible. These boys often complete the 
program with a more mature outlook and a more stable per-
sonality, a clearer perspectus and an intelligent under-
standing of social values. They learn to cooperate even 
within a someti~es competitive situation and develop a 
feeling of self-esteem and confidence which radiates posi-
tivelyinto the sphere of their behavior. Throughout the 
entire process, moreover, they are given some measure of 
I• res pons ib111 ty, and it is largely the boys' ability to 
I 
I 
'I 
a s sume t h is quality which determines ultimate success. 
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CHAPTER V 
CASE PRESENTATIONS 
The following cases were selected at random from 
among those active at the Citizenship Training Department 
in the first four months of 1949. This period was arbi-
trarily selected as being typical of those in this, the 
postwar, period. It will be remembered that our original 
purposes were to examine the case histories in relation 
to environmental and causative factors together with per-
sonality and behavior patterns of each boy. Case presen-
tations are therefore orientated to the above purposes 
and contain observational data obtained at the Citizenship 
Training Department together with recommendations made at 
each staff conference. A brief summarization follows each 
case. All names used are fictitious. 
Case 1 
--
William V., age 15, lives with his parents, 
brother and sister on the second floor of a large, 
five-story brick tenement building located in a 
heavily congested, high delinquency area of the North 
End. 
The father is a hard working, furniture refinisher, 
earning approximately $50.00 a week. He is a strict 
disciplinarian with his children and spends much 
money on their clothes as he enjoys seeing them well 
dressed. 
The mother, an exceptionally worrisome person, has 
little or no control over William. She seems to be 
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quite concerned over her boy's health and appears to 
become emotionally upset in her speech. Both parents 
feel that environment and poor companions are the 
cause of this boy's delinquency. There appears to be 
the necessary warmth and friendliness in this home. 
~illiam is in the second year of high school where 
he is known to be a fairly bright student although his 
marks do not reveal his intelligence. His low grades 
are caused by truancies and absenteeism and false ill-
ness covered up by written excuses from his mother. 
He is not a behavior problem although he has a poor 
attitude toward school and the teachers. 
William is an active church member and is also an 
active member of the Burroughs Newsboys Foundation. 
The family is known to the Department of Public 
Welfare and the Community Health Association. 
As a result of breaking and entering and larceny 
in the nighttime, William was adjudged delinquent, 
placed on probation for one year and ordered to attend 
the Citizenship Training Department for the first 
twelve weeks of his probationary period. 
At the Citizenship Training Department William, a 
sallow complected, thin, well dressed boy with black 
hair and eyes, performed a satisfactory job. He con-
formed to the regulations and participated well in all 
phases of the work. His work in crafts was neat and 
carefully executed. In the gym program he was under-
developed and slow in the exercises, but in the games 
he did well. He was inclined to feign illness of one 
sort or another when it came to exerting himself during 
calisthenics. William appeared to be quiet and obser-
vant. He was a deep thinker and sometimes attempted 
to engineer a situation to his advantage. He disliked 
anyone else being shown any consideration or favor, 
especially so if he himself received none and regard-
less of whether or not the recipient deserved it. 
The results of psychometric testings were as fol-
lows: In the Terman Group test the boy was credited 
with a mental age of 13 years, 7 months and with an 
intelligence quotient of 90. On the Wechsler-Bellevue 
test he received a full-scale performance quotient of 
109. 
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Recommendations: 
Summary. 
Medical--William should wear glasses for reading 
and eye strain. 
Social--He should continue to participate in extra-
curricular school activities and those 
programs offered in the neighborhood 
settlement houses. He appears to possess 
athletic ability and should therefore 
attempt to develop latent talent. I! 
Personal: William needs closer supervision in the 
home and a more wholesome attitude towards 
school and teachers. He needs to be more 
respectful of authority. His attitude 
should be rectified under proper super-
vision and guidance on a probationary 
level. 
Delinquency in this case may have been occasioned 
as an act of hostility and rebellion to the father who is 
a strict disciplinarian. As a result, the boy attempted 
to acquire recognition and stature through an anti-social 
medium. 
The mother, too, is emotionally unstable and pro-
tective. This is evidenced by his school attendance record 
where repeated absenteeism was excused through easily 
accessible written excuses, and in attendance at the Citi-
zenship Training Department when he often feigned illness. 
Overindulgence to him by his mother made it difficult for 
illiam to understand the necessity of his conforming to 
predetermined social standards and patterns. 
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Case 2 
Frederick H., age 14, lives with his parents and 
two younger brothers on the second floor of a two 
story wooden building located in a heavily congested 
area of East Boston. 
The father, a machinist by trade, works evenings 
and therefore spends little time with his family. He 
is described by the mother as a person who is very 
domineering and who controls the entire household. He 
does not permit his wife to use her own judgment per-
taining to the family. There seems to be a very poor 
relationship between the parents. 
The mother, a seemingly dull, slow talking woman, 
is merely considered as the maid of the house and 
resents Fred because he is the father's favorite. 
There is a good relationship between father and son. 
The boy appears to be closely attached to his father 
because the latter always satisfies Fred's desires and 
grants all requests that are submitted to him. The 
home appears to be very unstable and it is more than 
likely that unless there is some improvement in this 
family, future con:flicts with the law will result. 
Fred is an eighth grade pupil in school where his 
record shows twenty-two absences :from school during the 
last year. He is described as a boy who, although not 
a serious school problem, is extrereely lazy, does abso-
lutely no work at all and fails to carry out any o:f the 
home assignments. He repeated the first and fifth 
grades. 
The boy is an irregular church attendant. The 
:fa~ily has been known to the Department of Public Wel-
:fare, the Society :for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Children and the Maverick Dispensary. 
Fred was adjudged delinquent of a larceny charge 
and instructed to report to the Citizenship Training 
Department :for a period of twelve weeks. 
The boy, a pleasant looking, neat, well developed 
youth, had been involved in several previous offenses 
in East Boston. In addition to attending the Citizen-
ship Training Department, Fred was on probation in the 
East Boston Court. In the program, he conformed to 
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regulations but did not exert too much effort. At 
times he was moody and was found to be seriously dis-
turbed. Episodes of day dreaming were also present. 
In the gym program he was very active and was con-
sidered a team man. In the craft classes he was quiet, 
carried out instructions well and seldom asked for 
assistance or advice. His comments in the discussion 
class indicated good sense of social values. Fr. Mail-
blot of Harvard University worked very closely with 
this boy and applied psychotherapy. It was felt that 
Fred could be reached in due time and was responding 
well to treatment. 
The results ofpsycllometric testing were as follows: 
In the Ternan Group test the boy was credited with a 
mental age of 11 years, 7 months and an intelligence 
quotient of 77. On the Wechsler-Bellevue test he 
received a full-scale performance quotient of 81. 
Recommendations: 
Summary. 
Medical: None. 
Social: Continue his active participation in the 
Don Bosco Center. 
Personal: Continued probation supervision. 
Frederick obviously did not receive adequate super-
vision and care within his home environment. Because of 
the various inadequacies of his parents, the boy turned to 
outside interests for the satisfaction of his aggressive 
drives and tendencies. The absence of the father from the 
home evenings afforded the boy a maximum of freedom and a 
minimum of disciplinary measures. This was evidenced 
through previous contacts with the East Boston Court over 
a continuous period of time. Continued supervision in a 
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controlled setting was therefore recommended. 
Case 3 
Ralph H., age 14, and the second oldest of six 
siblings, resides with his mother and siblings on the 
third floor of a three story, dilapidated wooden 
building located a short distance from the Summer Tun-
nel. The immediate neighborhood is known to be fre-
quented by drunks and prostitutes. 
The father has a long court record dating back to 
1930. At the present time, his whereabouts are unknown. 
The mother, a woman of limited intelligence, lacks 
motherly affection for her children and displays no 
interest in the family. On frequent occasions, she 
has deserted the family. Her activities at the present 
time appear to be questionable. The mother is known 
to the East Boston Court and to the Suffolk Superior 
Court. The family is receiving aid in the amount of 
$94.30 every two weeks from Aid to Dependent Children. 
warmth present. It is more than likely that a number 
The home is definitely a poor one with little or no II' 
of children will become involved with the law. I 
Ralph is a special class 
been truanting a great deal. 
the special class since 1940 
intelligence quotient. 
student in school and has 
He has been a member of 
as a result of a low 
The boy is not a regular church attendant and is 
not a member of any club or social agency. The family 
is known to the Boston Psychopathic Hospital, Boys 
Parole Division, the Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Children and the Legal Aid Society. 
Ralph appeared in court charged with the offense 
of larceny, was adjudged delinquent and was ordered to 
attend the Citizenship Training Department for a period 
of twelve weeks. 
A tall, slightly obese youth, Ralph created a 
ragged appearance and did not exert ~uch effort in the 
program. During his first month of attendance, he 
appeared to be resentful, defiant, surly and unmanage-
able. Shortly thereafter, however, his defense 
=----"~==-== ---
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mechanisms apparently weakened and the boy assumed an 
active part in all phases of the program. His low 
mentality bothered him a good deal and he was extremely 
conscious of this handicap. Father Mailhiot of Harvard 
University attempted psychotherapy but because of the 
boy's low intelligence, success was questionable. 
Ralph later stated that he enjoyed the Citizenship 
Training Department and wanted to return on a voluntary 
basis when he completed his course. He is in serious 
need of a man figure with whom he can identify himself. 
It was felt that unless home and environmental condi-
tions are improved, it is more than likely that Ralph 
will again be in conflict with the law. 
The results of psychometric testings were as fol-
lows: In the Terman Group test, the boy was credited 
with a mental age of 10 years, and an intelligence 
quotient of 57. In the We~sler-Bellevue test, the boy 
received a full-scale performance quotient of 76. 
Recommendations: 
Summary. 
edical: Tonsillectomy recommended. Ralph should 
be taught personal hygiene and should con-
tinue his dental appointments at the 
Boston Dispensary. 
Social: Because of the boy's resentment toward 
authority, it will be difficult to meet 
his social needs. The Big Brother move-
ment may be able to provide a male figure 
for this boy. 
Personal: Continued probation supervision. 
Ralph was a product of many unwholesome influences. 
Extremely poor environs, coupled with a broken home and 
moral turpitude by his parents created a picture too 
challenging for him to meet. He was very suggestible and 
unable to meet a reality situation. Hence his association 
with undesirable companions. A new sense of security was 
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instilled in the boy, the possessor of limited mental 
capacity, by pointing out areas in which he could compete 
successfully with others of his own age. The gradual 
return of some measure of confidence in his own abilities 
opened up new vistas to the boy. Prognosis, however, out-
side of a controlled setting, was poor. 
Case 4 
Albert B., age 15, lives with his mother on the 
second floor of a four story brick tenement house in a 
highly congested area of the West End known for its 
high delinquency rate. II 
The boy's mother, a stout woman, is afflicted with 
goiter and hyperthyroid condition and has been sep-
arated from her husband for some time. At present, she 
is employed in a full time capacity as a waitress in 
one of the low class taverns in the immediate neighbor-
hood. This tavern was recently restricted for selling 
liquor to minors. The mother is quite attached to her 
son and is apparently very protective of him. She is 
a highly emotional person, continually threatens to 
have nothing further to do with her son if he ever 
again becomes involved in future difficulties and 
blames her son's delinquency on poor environment. No 
information is available on the present circumstances 
of the boy's father. 
The boy attends the ninth grade of a local grammar 
school and has recently stopped his formal education 
in order to seek employment. He is an irregular church 
attendant and is a past member of the South Boston Boy~ 
Club. At present, he is active in the National Guard. 
The family has been known to the Family Welfare 
Society. 
Albert was adjudged delinquent of a charge of 
breaking and entering in the nighttime and larceny; was 
placed on probation for one year, and was ordered to 
report to the Citizenship Training Department for a 
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period of twelve weeks. 
At the Citizenship Training Department, the boy, a 
rather tall, good-looking youth, was of much assistance 
to the staff and generally set a good exatnple for the 
younger boys at the department. He was cooperative, 
obedient, attentive and courteous. In the gym program, 
the boy was somewhat inadequate as he appeared to be 
somewhat musclebound. In the craft program, however, 
he performed in a steady, accurate manner and in all 
other phases of the program, with the exception of 
group singing, was a willing participant. Albert 
stated that he enjoyed attending the Citizenship Train-
ing Department very much and upon his discharge re-
quested permission to continue to attend on a voluntary 
basis. Prognosis in_ this case appeared to be fairly 
bright if the home life of the boy can become more 
stabilized. 
The results of psychometric testing were as follows: 
In the Terman Group test, the boy was credited with a 
mental age of 18 years, 6 months, and an intelligence 
quotient of 108. The Wechsler-Bellevue test was not 
administered in this case. 
Recommendations: 
Summary. 
Medical: None. 
Social: The boy should attend classes for religi-
ous instruction and should continue with 
his employment. 
Personal: Continued probation supervision. 
The home situation was not ideal because of the 
I 
I continued absence of the father. In spite of the mother's 
j well meaning attempts to teach the boy basic social vir-
tues, it was apparent that her husband's separation, to-
gether with her own employment, tended to negate any 
desirable ends. The constellation of influences in Albert's 
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life included the need to identify himself with a parental 
figure. The complete absence of siblings contributed to 
the over protectiveness and defensiveness of his mother. 
A more stabilized home life, however, tended to make prog-
nosis in this case favorable. 
Case 5 
FrederickS., age 16, resides with his father, 
mother, one sister and one brother on the third floor 
of a five-story brick building located in a heavily 
congested area of the West End. 
The fath er is employed as a laborer by Lever Bros., 
and receives a salary of approximately $50.00 per week. 
The mother is not employed outside of the home. Both 
parents did not appear to be upset about Fred's diffi-
culty and it was apparent from their comments t h at they 
resented the role of the arresting police officer. The 
father, however, felt that Fred's attendance at the 
Citizenship Training Department would prove to be bene-
ficial to his son and would teach him to select friends 
more wisely. There appears to be a good family rela-
tionship between the parents and siblings, together 
with an air of pride and warmth toward the children. 
No investigation was made of Fred in his third year 
in high school relative to his school work with the 
exception of receiving his monthly grades and a report 
of general favorable standing. This plan was adopted 
at t h e boy's request for fear that any investigation by 
the Citizenship Training Department would endanger his 
standing in school. 
Fred is a regular church attendant and is also an 
active member of the West End House. He plans to 
spend less time in t~e settlement house, h owever, dur-
ing the spring and summer and will devote more time to 
outdoor activities. 
The family is known to the Boston City Hospital, 
the Boston Provident Association and Catholic Charities. 
h 
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As a result of a charge of violation of the parking 
rules, Fred was adjudged delinquent, was placed on pro-
bation for six months and was instructed to report to 
the Citizenship Training Department for the first 
twelve weeks of his probationary period. I 
I At the Citizenship Training Department t he per-formance of Fred, a tall, well-proportioned youth of 
seemingly good character and average intelligence, was 
not satisfactory. In the gym program he displayed a 
fair amount of coordination, but was inclined to be 11 
lazy, especially when the instructor was helping some-
one else. In crafts, discussion, music and dramatics, 
his participation was not whole-hearted. He attempted 
to avoid responsibilities and in his behavior and atti-
tude attempted to disguise his true feelings towards 
the Department. The boy resented the necessity of his 
attending the program not only because he felt superior 
in intelligence to other members of the group but also 
because he felt that an injustice was inflicted upon 
him by the court at the time of disposition because of 
a lack of evidence. It was felt, however, that with 
proper guidance and supervision, the boy could make a 
satisfactory social adjustment. 
The results of psychometric testings were as fol-
lows: In the Terman Group test the boy was credited 
with a mental age of 19 years, 11 months and with an 
intelligence quotient of 120. The echaler-Bellevue 
test was not administered in t~is instance. 
Recommendations: 
Summary. 
Medical--Th e b oy should wear glasses when reading 
and doing close work. 
Social--Fred should continue his contact with the 
West End House. He should also make an 
effort to participate in extra-curricular 
activities at school. 
Personal--Continued probation supervision. 
The family background, while not impeccable, does 
not appear to have been a contributing factor in this case. 
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The parents possessed a sufficient number of basic virtues 
to negate possible delinquencies. Adequate supervision and 
favorable environment in a high delinquency area were pres-
1 ent but ineffectual. Difficulties in this case were mark-
! 
edly diminished by giving this boy guidance, training, and 
a new awareness of the primary social values. Also present 
was a need to strengthen his ego and teach him self-disci-
pline and restraint. 
Case 6 
Irving M., age 14, lives with his mother and a sis-
ter on the fifth floor of an old-fashioned brick tene-
ment house located in the West End of Boston. 
The mother appears to be a wholesome, stable type 
of person and one who tries in every manner to assist 
her children. There appears to be a strong bond be-
tween the siblings and the mother, and it is apparent 
t hat this home possesses the necessary warmth and 
friendliness which are so necessary. 
The boy is a special class student in a local gram-
mar school where h e is known to be quite stubborn, ag-
gressive, unresponsive and uncooperative. He is I, 
reported to be a slow student and is incapable of re-
membering instructions for more than a few minutes at 
a time. He has a good attendance record, but is anxi-
ous to leave school to secure regular employment as 
quickly as possible. 
Irving is an irregular church attendant and is also 
a past member of the Burroughs Newsboys Foundation. 
Among other social agencies, the family is knovm to the 
New England Home for Little Wanderers, the Boston 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children and 
the Winchester Public Welfare Department. 
Because of a complaint of breaking and entering 
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and larceny in the nighttime, the boy was adjudged de-
linquent, was placed on probation for one year, and 
was instructed to report to the Citizenship Training 
Department for the first twelve weeks of his probation-
ary period. 
While at the Citizenship Training Department, Irvmg, 
a well-groomed boy of medium height, participated in 
the various activities of the Department with enthusi-
asm but was frequently excused because of illness. In 
organized games he performed well, but during free play 
periods, attempted to be rough, sly and self-centered. 
He tried very hard, however, to impress the staff mem-
bers of the Citizenship Training Department and was 
always pleasent to the staff. During discussion period~ 
he volunteered nothing until called upon to do so. He 
had no consideration for the rights or feelings of 
others, especially to others in the group to whom he 
was impolite. In the craft program he displayed irre-
sponsibility by leaving projects before they were 
finished. If affairs were progressing to his liking, 
he functioned fairly well. He displayed a volitile 
temper, however, and often became surly and argumenta-
tive when opposed. 
The results of psychometric testing were as follows: 
In the Terman Group test the boy was credited with a 
mental age of 13 years, 9 months, and an intelligence 
quotient of 91. The ~echsler-Bellevue test was not 
administered in this case. 
Recommendations: 
Summary. 
Medical--None. 
Social--Continue with his part-time employment and 
attempt to secure regular employment. He 
should also try to control his temper. 
Personal--Continued probation supervision. 
Absence of a male figure for. identification purposes 
together with subsequent lack of supervision were the 
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primary causative factors in this case. Strengthening of 
his ego and the teaching of self-discipline and restraint 
were needed to satisfy the boy's basic social needs. The 
absence of the father from the home was utilized not as an 
opportunity for relaxed disciplinary measures but rat~er to 
develop in him a sense of added responsibility for its 
general upkeep. 
Case 7 
--
Oliver ., age 16, the oldest of three children, 
makes his home with his mother, stepfather, and two 
siblings on the second floor of a dilapidated, brick 
apartment house located in the West End. 
The boy's father has not been heard from since 
1944, at which time he was the defendant in a divorce 
action instituted by his wife. In 1945, Oliver's 
mother remarried. His stepfather, however, has spent 
a considerable portion of the past few years in various 
hospitals because of illness. The family has therefore 
received aid from Aid to Dependent Children and con-
tinues to receive such. 
The mother, a strong, hearty woman, appears to be 
inadequate in the handling of disciplinary matters. 
There appears to be little likelihood of any improve-
ment within the home in this respect. 
The boy left school in May, 1947, while in the 
seventh grade in order to secure employment. While in 
sch ool, he was described by authorities as being a 
likable boy whose deportment, however, was generally 
poor. He did not start school until he was nine years 
of age because of West Virginia school laws and also 
because of illness. He has repeated the seventh grade. 
Oliver is a regular church attendant and is an 
active member of the South End Boys' Club and also the 
South Bay Union. Among other agencies, the family 
,. 
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has been known to the Boston Public Welfare, the Boston 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, the 
Division of Child Guardianship, the Boston Child ~el­
fare Division, and the Massachusetts Memorial Hospital. I 
As a result of a complaint of breaking and entering 
and larceny, Oliver was adjudged delinquent, was placed 
on probation, and was instructed to report to the Citi-
zenship Training Department for the first twelve weeks 
of his probationary period. 
While in attendance at the Citizenship Training 
Department, Oliver's deportment and attitudes may be 
characterized as having been unsatisfactory. At the 
completion of his required period of training, he was 
therefore instructed to continue his attendance at the 
Citizenship Training Department until such time as he 
was successful in securing legitimate employment. 
Oliver was found to be extremely lazy, irresponsible, 
and in general, did not live up to the conditions of 
his probation. A tall, well-proportioned youth, he was 
found to be adequate in his ability to compete with 
others of his own age level in the gymnasium program 
and showed unusual strength in wrestling and rougher 
games. In crafts, he was found to be very careless in 
his work and unable to follow simple instructions. Di~ 
cussion classes indicated that he had a good sense of 
community and social values. Shortly after the comple-
tion of the first month of his second training period, 
Oliver enlisted in the United States Army and was 
therefore excused from attending the Citizenship Train-
ing Department classes. It was felt that in view of 
the boy's unemployment and inadequate home environment, 
the Army could effect the needed improvement for this 
boy. 
The results of psychometric testing indicated the 
following: The Terman Group test was not administered 
in this instance. In the Wechsler-Bellevue test the 
boy received a full-scale performance quotient of 86. 
Recommendations: 
N1edical--None. 
Social--None. 
Personal--It was felt that the case should be kept 
open until such time as the full order of 
restitution has been paid in full. 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
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Summary. 
The lengthy illness of his father and inadequate 
supervision in the home by the mother afforded this boy 
ample opportunity to roam about in an uncontrolled environ-
ment. It was not surprising, therefore, for him to become 
involved in difficulties and seek an outlet for his aggres-
siveness in an anti-social medium. There is reason to 
believe that with his enlistment in the Army on his seven-
teenth birthday, he was able to direct his energies into 
generally accepted social norms. 
Case 8 
Augustine M., age 15, makes his home with his 
father, grandmother and sister in a four room apartment 
located on the second floor of a dilapidated tenement 
building located in an exceptionally poor neighborhood 
in the \\est End. 
The mother, whose whereabouts are unknown according 
to the father, has taken no interest in her son or 
daughter and has been married on tv10 occasions since 
her divorce from the father. 
The boy's father is unemployed and is under con-
stant medical treatment. He is ineffectual, weak and 
insipid, continually ,protects the boy and blames him-
self for the boy's delinquency. The boy's father has 
no control over Augustine and is prone to making ex-
cuses for the latter's poor behavior. There appears 
to be a lack of warmth and feeling among members of 
the household. 
Augustine, at present, is in the ninth grade and 
school authorities describe him as being a quiet, 
unassuming, hard working pupil. His conduct is excel-
lent and he has never been known to be a disciplinary 
-========- - - ="""-==-=-=...,. 
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problem. He has been termed, however, to be a habitual 
truant. 
The boy is an irregular church attendant and is a 
for~er member of the Roxbury Neighborhood House. Among 
other social agencies, the farrily is known to the Boston 
Public ~elfare, the State Temporary Aid Society, the 
Boston Society for t h e Prevention of Cruelty to Chil-
dren, t h e Boston Psychopathic Hospital, the Industrial 
Aid Society, Boston Legal Aid Society, Massachusetts 
Memorial Hospital, Roxbury Court, Central Court, Com-
munity Health Association and the Boston City Hospital. 
As a result of a complaint of larceny, Augustine 
was adjudged delinquent, was given a suspended sentence 
to the Industrial School for Boys, placed on probation 
and for the first stage of his probationary period was 
instructed to attend the Citizenship Training Depart-
ment for a period of twelve weeks. 
~bile at t h e Citizenship Training Department, the 
boy, a small, undernourished, weak appearing youngster 
with meek mannerisms, was obedient, cooperative and 
respectful to members of the staff. His power of con-
centration and ability to do steady work was his best 
asset. In the gym program, he was entirely inadequate 
and in discussion, music and dramatics, was never known 
to volunteer. Augustine had to be prodded and ques-
tioned directly in order to receive answers even in 
ordinary conversation. He was of extremely quiet nat~ 
and appeared to be in poor health. His personality was 
wholly passive. His skin and clothes were usually 
dirty, and he was never known to have his hair combed 
or cut. There appeared little doubt that the boy was 
a neglected child. Nothing seemed to directly interest 
him. 
Psychometric testing indicated the following: In 
t h e Terman Group test, the boy was credited with a 
mental age of 12 years, 9 months, and an intelligence 
quotient of 85. The Wechsler-Bellevue test was not 
administered in this instance. 
Recommendations: 
Medical: Th e boy should continue to wear glasses 
as advised by the Boston Dispensary. 
Attempts should also be made to improve 
his physical well being. 
I 
I 
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Summary. 
Social: Excessive silence and passivity on the 
part of the boy should be negated by at-
tempts to find interests which can be 
developed. He should become an active 
member of a neighborhood settlement house 
in order to meet those of his own age 
range and enter into activities which will 
develop him socially. 
Personal: The boy is in need of a stronger father 
figure and also is in need of a mother's 
love and affection. Psychiatric treatment 
may also be beneficial in this case. 
A home broken by divorce was a major factor oc-
casioning delinquency in this case. Because of the absence 
of the mother in the home, the boy received little warmth 
and affection. His grandmother was unable to meet his need 
and to provide adequately for him. 
His father was overly defensive and generally inef-
fectual because of his weak character. The insecurity II 
which t h e boy felt was evidenced both in school and at the 
Citizenship Training Department through his passivity and 
extreme shyness. 
Case 9 
--
Frank P., age 16, the second oldest child in the 
family, lives with his parents and five siblings on the 
first floor of a five-story, broken down brick building 
located in a heavily congested area of the North End. 
The father, a man of medium build and dark com-
plexion, seems to have little control over Frank. The 
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boy's actions have caused his father considerable em-
barrassment in the neighborhood, and as a result the 
latter is quite bitter towards his son. The father 
appears to be a hard-working individual and is employed 
as a candy maker. The mother is illiterate but is a 
good housekeeper for her family. Both parents have 
tried to please the boy, but the latter does not show 
any respect for his parents. 
Frank was placed in a special class in 1939 after 
repeating the first grade and remained in such until 
November 1947 at which time he was given permission to 
withdraw from school in order to search for employment. 
The boy was found to be a disciplinary problem, ap-
peared confused and upset and possessed a violent 
temper. 
Frank, an irregular church attendant, is a former 
member of the Burroughs Newsboys' Foundation, North 
End Union, and North Bennett Street Industrial School. 
The family is known to the Boston Public Welf~re and 
to the West End Community Health Association. 
Because of a complaint of larceny, Frank was ad-
judged delinquent, placed on probation for a period of 
nine months and was instructed to attend the Citizen-
ship Training Department for the first twelve weeks 
of his probationary period. 
During the boy's short stay at the Citizenship 
Training Department, he was found to be a likeable 
youth who at first performed very poorly in the entire 
program. A tall, good-looking youth, he soon estab-
lished an excellent relationship with the instructors I 
and enjoyed the personal interest of the latter. In 1 
a gym program he was found to be very inadequate and 
with the exception of weight-lifting, never took part 11
1 
in any form of athletics. In the crafts activity he 
expended considerable effort, but his results were 
generally poor. He was found to be in need of continu-
ous supervision in order to perform acceptable work. 
Because of his border-line intelligence quotient, he 
found it difficult to express hi~self capably in dis-
cussion classes. When he did speak his answers indi-
cated a lack of social values and considerable con-
fusion. Four weeks after his arrival at the Citizen-
ship Training Department, and after responding to 
friendly and patient handling, Frank was excused from 
further attendance in order to accept regular employ-
ment. 
l 
1 
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Psychometric testing results indicated the follow-
ing: The Terman Group test and Wechsler-Bellevue test 
were not administered in this case. In the Dearborn 
Group test, however, the boy received a mental age of 
11 years, 4 months and an intelligence rating of 76. 
Recommendations: 
Sumrr..ary. 
Medical -- Physical condition generally satisfac-
tory, with the exception of dental 
caries which need considerable attention. 
Social -- Boy's employment should be commensurate 
with his mental capacities. If his em-
ployment demands cannot be met, he will 
in all probability become upset and 
become involved in further difficulties. 
Personal -- Continued probation supervision. 
Poor environment coupled with various inadquacies 
of the parents were the major causes of delinquency in this 
case. The father, although industrious, was unaware of the 
needs, both tangible and intangible, of his children. The 
mother was also unable to cope with their demands. A clash 
b etween old world and new world philosophies was in evi-
dence. 
The boy also possessed a low intelligence level, 
and his capacity to meet demands as they arose was limited. 
It was not surprising, therefore, that attending the Citi-
zenship Training Department program proved to be too 
challenging for him. Hence, he was excused to seek employ-
ment in a full time capacity. 
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Case 10 
--
Theodore T., age 13, the third oldest child, lives 
with his parents and five siblings on the third floor 
of a four-story, brick tenement building located in a 
heavily congested, high delinquency area of the West 
End. 
The father, an irresponsible and difficult person 
who possesses an uncontrollable temper, is disliked by 
every member of the family and has a long court record. 
He has deserted the family on several occasions in the 
past and displays no affection for his family. 
The mother, a seemingly intelligent, high-strung, 
weak sort of person, appears to be extremely interested 
in her children but has little control over them. She 
was found to be very cooperative and worked very closely 
with Father Mailhort of Harvard University and other 
Department workers. The mother speaks of her husband 
with bitterness and hate in her heart for the many dif-
ficult years she has had with him. The two oldest boys 
have minor court records and also possess a bitter 
resentment toward their father. The home is unstable 
and despite the mother's untiring efforts, one which 
will witness more unhappiness in the future. 
Theodore was classified as one of the most difficult 
and most severe disciplinary problems in school. As a 
result of a serious school offense, he was transferred 
from the special class of one school to the special 
class of another in January 1949. He was not permitted 
to remain in the class room and was classified as a 
non-reader. 
The boy is a church member but attends services 
irregularly. He is a former member of the Burroughs 
Newsboys Foundation, the West End House and the Peabody 
House. The family has been known to the Metropolitan 
State Hospital, the Boston Family Society, the Judge 
Baker Guidance Center, the Boston Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Children, New England Home for 
Little Wanderers, The Family Welfare Society and the 
Boston Public Welfare as well as to other societies and 
social agencies. 
As a result of a complaint of being a school offend-
er, Theodore was adjudged delinquent, was given a 
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suspended sentence to the Youth Service Board, placed 
on probation, and was instructed to report to the Citi-
zenship Training Department for the first twelve weeks 
of his probationary period. 
While in attendance at the Citizenship Training 
Department, Theodore, a stocky, well-developed boy who 
appeared to be continually tired and lazy, was found to 
be a disciplinary problem and a youngster who possessed 
considerable aggression and hosti~ity. He had no re-
gard for those in authority. He was impolite, attempted 
to rule the other boys in attendance at the Department, 
interfered with the work of others, and resented his 
attendance in the Department. In the gym program he was 
always tired, expended little or no effort, and was 1· 
always the last boy to be chosen to participate in group ' 
games. In the craft program, he was lazy, disturbing 
and inattentive. His work was poor. During the dis- j 
cussion periods, he was inattentive, answered foolishly, ! 
had a poor sense of social values, and continually 
interfered with others. Because of his inability to 
read or write, he was placed in the remedial reading 
class but was dismissed in a short period of time be-
cause of his disturbing and disrupting influence. He 
was found to possess an inferior and inadequate person-
ality, was dull in intelligence and was also found to 
be emotionally unstable. He was unable to withstand 
any sort of frustrations or restrictions and usually 
reacted by violent outbursts of aggression and hostilit 
He possessed a quick and violent temper and became ser-
iously disturbed when he could not do things in his own 
manner. Following a series of outbursts, school diffi-
culties and environmental problems, Theodore was sur-
rendered for violation of probation and on April 13, 
1949, was ordered committed to the Youth Service Board. 
The results of psychometric testings were as fol-
lows: The Dearborn Group test, which was the only one 
administered in this case, indicated that the boy had 
a mental age of 8 years, 4 months and an intelligence 
quotient of 61. 
Recommendations: None. 
Summary. 
A poor home situation together with lack of proper 
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supervision and personal inadequacies of the parents were 
the primary causative factors causing delinquency in this 
case. 
The situation was one of long duration as is evi-
denced from the fact that two of the boy's brothers were 
also known to the courts. The efforts of a cooperative 
mother were negated through continued periods of desertion 
by the father who showed little affection for the family. 
Efforts of the Citizenship Training Department to 
combat the total situation proved to be futile. The low 
intelligence level of the boy made it difficult for him to 
acquire any benefits w~ich normally accrue to those attend-
ing the program. Repeated truancies and outbursts finally 
culminated in commitment. 
Case 11 
Augustus C., age 15, lives with his mother and ma-
ternal uncle on the second floor of a dilapidated tene-
went house located in a poor residential area of the 
South End. 
The boy's father passed away in Boston in 1946 as 
a result of a heart attack, and the family is currently 
being supported by Aid to Dependent Children. The 
mother, an attractive, well-spoken woman, blames her 
son's delinquency on association with bad companions. 
Necessary warmth and friendliness appear to be present 
in the home. 
Augustus at the present time is in the ninth grade 
where he is known to be an average student. His be-
havior is good, and he has never been known to be a 
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disciplinary problem. 
The boy is a regular church attendant and is an 
active member of the Lincoln House. The family is 
known to the Boston Public Welfare and to the Division 
of Child Guardianship. 
As a result of a complaint of malicious destruction 
to property, Augustus was adjudged to be delinquent, 
placed on probation for nine months and was instructed 
to report to the Citizenship Training Department for 
twelve weeks at the first stage of his probationary 
period. 
While in attendance at the Citizenship Training 
Department, Augustus, a tall, slim, rather good-looking 
youth, enjoyed himself immensely, and it was the opin-
ion of the staff that the boy benefited from the vari-
ous activities offered by the Department. In the gym-
nasium he was generally inadequate, lacking in coordi-
nation. In spite of this, however, he enjoyed a favor-
able reputation as a good competitor and was held in 
high respect by other members of the group. He was a 
willing participant in the musical, discussion and dra-
matic phase of the program. It was generally considered 
that Augustus' delinquency had been accidental. The 
prognosis was fairly bright even though there was a 
questionable home situation to take into consideration. 
Psychometric testing revealed the following: In 
the Terman Group test Augustus was credited with a 
mental age of 16 years, 1 month and an intelligence 
quotient of 101. The Wechsler-Bellevue test was not 
administered in this case. 
Recommendations: 
Summary. 
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Medical -- None. 
Social -- Continue his affiliation with the Lincoln 
House and develop his interest in wood-
working and machine shop. 
Personal -- Continued probation supervision. 
Lack of proper supervision within the home was the 
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primary factor occasioning delinquency in this case. Al-
though the home situation and relationship between members 
of the family were not as aggravated as in other instances, 
inadequacies nevertheless were present. The maternal uncle 
found it difficult to assume the role of a parental figure. 
Much of the supervision and disciplinary role which normal-
ly accrue to the father figure was therefore lost. The boy 
possessed a sufficient number of basic virtues, however, to 
make prognosis in this case fairly bright. 
Case 12 
--
Thomas M., age 14, makes his home with his father, 
paternal grandmother, sister and one brother in a four-
room, second floor apartment of a poor tenement block 
in the South End. The neighborhood is a highly con-
gested area and is noted for its high delinquency rate. 
The father, a hard-working, seemingly intelligent 
individual, has attempted to be both mother and father 
to his children, but on the whole has had very little 
insight and understanding of his children's develop-
ment. The father is prone to blame poor companions as 
the reason for his son's delinquency. The boy's mother 
passed away in 1945 and was known to have been a good 
mother to her children. She, too, however, is alleged 
to have been somewhat confused in handling her childrerls 
problems. There is an apparent feeling of warmth and 
friendliness in the home at this time. 
Thomas is in the eighth grade of grammar school 
where he is known to be cooperative and of quiet manne~ 
isms. However, the boy is very dirty and unkempt in 
his appearance, and his difficulties in school seem to 
be centered about his indifferent attitude. He main-
tains average marks and his attendance is good. 
The boy is a regular attendant at church and is 
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also a regular member of Emanual House. The family has 
been known to the Boston Public ·welfare, the Boston 
Family Society and the Children's Hospital. 
As a result of a complaint of breaking and entering 
and larceny, Thomas was adjudged delinquent, given a 
suspended sentence to the Youth Service Board, placed 
on probation for nine months and instructed to report 
to the Citizenship Training Department for the first 
twelve weeks of his probationary period. 
While at the Citizenship Training Department, the 
boy displayed fairly good coordination in gym activi-
ties, performed steady and accurate work in the craft 
classes and in all other respects participated willing-
ly in other phases of the program. A tall, medium-
built, clumsy-appearing boy, Thomas appeared quite shy 
on first approach but soon became enthusiastic and 
modest about subjects in which he was well versed or 
could perform well. He appears to have native talent 
in the field of sketching and free-hand drawing. A 
polite, well-mannered youth, Thomas plans to finish 
high school and in this respect has been in consulta-
tion with his vocational guidance teacher for informa-
tion pertaining to the various courses in which he is 
talented. Thomas appears to have respect for those in 
authority. However, he had a tendency to be untruthful 
whenever an unfavorable situation arose and on other 
occasions engineered situations which would be favor-
able to his position by being untruthful. In this 
respect, he needs continued supervision and guidance. 
The results of psychometric testings were as fol-
lows: In the Terman Group test the boy was credited 
with a mental age of 13 years, 2 months and an intelli-
gence quotient of 90. In the Wechsler-Bellevue test 
he received a full-scale performance quotient of 93. 
Recommendations: 
Medical -- Continued treatment at skin clinic in 
order to clean up skin disorder. 
Social -- Continue group activities at Emanual 
House in order to develop interest and 
talent in sketching and painting. 
Personal -- Continued probation supervision. 
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Summary. 
A poor environment together with inability of the 
father to adequately assume a mother's role were the pri-
mary factors in this case. The inadequacy of the father to 
meet the needs, both tangible and intangible, of his chil-
dren was evident in the physical appearance and behavior 
patterns of the latter in their outside activities. The 
role of the grandmother in the home was apparently inef-
fectual and served to give opportunity to the boy to con-
duct his affairs with a minimum of needed supervision. 
Case 13 
--
Peter K., age 14, makes his home with his father 
and two sisters on the second floor of a South End tene 
ment flat which is badly in need of repair. 
The boy's mother is separated from the family, and 
her present circumstances are unknown. His father is 
employed as a waiter in a local restaurant and receives 
a salary of approximately $35 a week. Because of his 
type of occupation, the father is unable to return to 
the home from work until 10 o'clock at night. The 
father feels that his son's delinquency is the result 
of association with undesirable companions and also is 
aware of the fact that as a father, he should not spend 
so much time away from the home. There is an apparent 
need for more warmth and friendliness among the members 
of the family. 
At the present time Peter is a student in the 
eighth grade of grammar school where he is known to be 
a model student. He maintains average marks, is well 
liked by school authorities and enjoys a favorable 
status among other pupils. 
The boy is a regular church attendant and is a 
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~ember of the South End Boys Club where he is a member 
of the swimming team. In addition, Peter is a member 
of the National Guard and was recently promoted to the 
rank of private first class. The family is unknown to 
any other agency. 
As a result of a complaint of larceny he was ad-
judged delinquent, placed on probation for nine months 
and was instructed to report to the Citizenship Train-
ing Department for the first twelve weeks of his pro-
bationary period. 
~hile at the Citizenship Training Department, Peter, 
a medium sized, well developed lad, appeared to be some-
what shy and retiring but pleasant, cooperative and 
sociable. He performed well in the gym program and 
rather enjoyed athletic activities. In craft classes 
h e participated with interest. He seemed to be a good 
worker and to have a good attention span in that he was 
not easily diverted from attaining desired results. In 
group discussions he volunteered inrormation readily, 
and his responses indicated originality together with 
a fair grasp of social concepts and principles. 
It was the opinion of the staff that the boy made 
a rapid, favorable adjustment and that he set a good 
example for younger members attending the Department. 
He also revealed a fine sense of social values. 
Psychometric testing results were as follows: In 
the Terman Group test Peter was credited with a mental 
age of 15 years, 9 months and an intelligence quotient 
of 104. In the Weehsler-Bellevue test the boy was 
credited with a full-scale performance quotient of 99. 
Reco~mendations: 
Summary. 
Medical -- none. 
Social -- Continue to cultivate interests in the 
National Guard and encourage activities 
at the South End Boys Club. 
Personal -- Continued probation supervision. 
A broken home and subsequent loss of supervision 
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were present in this case. The absence of the mother, 
coupled with late evening employment by the F'ather, afforded 
the boy a minimurr of guidance to meet his needs and a maxi-
m~ of opportunity to become involved in various difficul-
ties in a high delinquency area. Although he was aware of 
the needs of the children, the father was unable to secure 
new employment. The boy's membership in the National Guard, I 
however, together with an active participation in various 
sports, made a favorable prognosis in this case. 
Case 14 
Joseph V., age 14, an only child, makes his home 1 
with his parents on the top floor of a four story, brick l 
tenement building located in a heavily congested area 
of the North End. 
The father, a milkman by occupation, is of stern 
character and is very demanding. He possesses a long 
court record, has had numerous conflicts with his wife 
and child and in general has been a poor father and 
husband. 
The mother, an overprotective and defensive woman, 
appears to have been handicapped in the proper raising 
of her son because of many serious family conflicts. 
She accedes to all of the boy's desires and requests 
in order to win his affection. Despite the mother's 
never ending attempts to meet her boy's demands, Joseph, 
since early childhood, continues to refer to his mother 
as 11 Grace 11 and not "mother." The home appears to be 
unstable, and it is more than likely that unrest will 
continue to prevail in the family. 
The boy at present is a student in the ninth grade, 
where his general performance is considered to be 
satisfactory. It is reported that he will be promoted 
to the tenth grade this year. He has not repeated any 
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previous grades. 
Joseph is a regular church attendant and is an 
active member of the North Bennet Street Industrial 
School. The family is unknown to any other social 
agency. 
As a result of a complaint of breaking, entering, 
and larceny, Joseph was adjudged delinquent, given a 
suspended sentence to the Youth Service Board, placed 
on probation for nine months and for the first stage of 
his probationary period was instructed to report to the 
Citizenship Training Department for a period of twelve 
weeks. 
While at the Citizenship Training Department, Josep~ 
a tall, neat, well-dressed boy, showed considerable I 
interest in the entire program. Joseph possessed a ' 
winning personality, displayed considerable friendli-
ness with other boys in a group and often was a good 
exarr,ple to them. He appeared to be a follower rather 
than a leader and was sometimes prone to exhibitionism. 
In the gym program he was considered a team man and 
would never take advantage of his opponent. In craft 
activities his work was good but required close super-
vision in order to prevent occasional friendly outbursts 
when an error occurred. In the discussion classes his 
responses indicated a good sense of social values. How-
ever, he had some difficulty in expressing himself. It 
was the opinion of the staff that if this boy ever 
again appears in court, it will be as a result of some-
one else's depredations rather than any delinquency 
initiated through himself. 
Psychometric testing indicated the following: In 
the Terman Group test, Joseph was credited with a men-
tal age of 12 years, 11 months and an intelligence quo-
tient of 87. In the Wechsler-Bellevue test, Joseph 
was credited with a full-scale performance of 92. 
Recow..rrenda ti ons: 
Medical -- Continued corrective exercises to cor-
rect posture. 
Social -- Continued participation in the North Ben-
net Street Industrial School. 
Personal Continued probation supervision. 
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Summary. 
The presence of a disciplinary father and the ab-
sence of sibling figures were instrumental in this case. 
The boy's delinquency was interpreted to be an act of ag-
gression or hostility toward his father whose demands upon 
his son were too demanding and challenging for the boy to 
meet successfully. The boy's method of addressing his 
mother, who possessed a defensive, protective personality 
toward him, was illustrative of the lack of wholesome rela-
tionships among members of this unstable home. 
Case 15 
Paul C., age 16, makes his home with his mother, 
father, and brother in a four room apartment on the 
first floor of a large brick tenement building located 
in the South End. The neighborhood is known for its 
high delinquency rate. 
The father is a neat appearing person and a good 
provider for his family. 
The mother, a neat appearing, pleasant person, ap-
pears to be extremely fond of her children and expresse 
some anxiety over Paul's marked nervousness. There ap-
pears to be warmth and friendliness in the home and an 
adequate relationship among all members of the family. 
At the present time Paul is a member of the tenth 
grade at an evening high school. School authorities 
have stated that he shows interest in class activities 
and is well behaved during all recitations. Paul 
entered the school with the knowledge that he would 
receive no credit for his work because of his inability 
to meet the required number of hours in attendance. 
The boy is a regular church attendant and is not 
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a member of any settlement house or club. The family 
has been known to the Boston City Hospital and the 
Boston Public Welfare. 
As a result of a complaint of larceny, Paul was ad-
judged delinquent, placed on probation for nine months 
and for the first stage of his probationary period was 
instructed to report to the Citizenship Training 
Department for a period of twelve weeks. 
~~ile at the Citizenship Training Department, Paul, 
a tall, well developed, unassuming, colored youth, was 
obedient, polite, and cooperative with the staff and 
other members of the group. Although possessing only 
one eye, he displayed fine spirit and performed to his 
utmost capacity in any assignment. Paul was very de-
sirous of gaining steady employment but was unable to 
do so. The assistance of the Citizenship Training 
Department was rendered in this respect but to no avail. 
In interviews with Paul, he expressed the feeling that 
he could not enjoy favorable status with those of his 
own age level because of his large size. He stated that 
he desired to keep company with older boys because of 
their various activities and because of the knowledge 
he gained from them. He expressed fine feelings for 
his parents and sibling, and his only concern with his 
present difficulty was the disgrace it might impose on 
his family. 
The results of psychometric testing were as follows: ! 
In the Terman Group teat, Paul was credited with a 
mental age of 15 years, 9 months, and an intelligence ; 
quotient of 96. The Wechsler-Bellevue Test was not 
administered. 
Recommendations -- None 
Summary. 
Delinquency in this case was the result of a momen-
tary inability of the boy to conform to the socially ac-
cepted norms of a temporary traumatic situation. It is 
difficult to ascribe the cause of his delinquency to his 
physical impairment, for his interests and activities were 
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entered upon with a zest characteristic of any boy. The 
home situation appeared to be adequate, especially in re-
spect to the relationship between its members. His attend-
ance at evening school gave evidence that he possessed a 
sufficient number of stable, desirable characteristics to 
predict a favorable prognosis in this case. 
Case 16 
--
John E., age 16, the second child of three children, 
resides with his parents and siblings on the second 
floor of a six room apartment located in a three story 
wooden building in Dorchester. 
The father, who is now steadily employed, has a 
long court record, including a commitment to the Massa-
chusetts State Prison. The mother, a seemingly intelli-1 
gent woman, appears to be the dominant influence in the 
household and seems to be adequate in the supervision 
of her children. 
The boy terminated his formal education after the 
completion of the eighth grade. He repeated the first 
and the fifth grades and in the latter stages of his 
educational period, had a long record of truancies. 
The boy is a regular church attendant and was a 
former member of the Boys' Club. The family has been 
known to the Habit Clinic, the Boston Provident Associ-
ation, the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Children, State Aid to Dependent Children and the Boston 
Public Welfare. 
As a result of a complaint of larceny, John was 
adjudged delinquent, given a suspended sentence to the 
Youth Service Board, placed on probation and for the 
first stage of his probationary period was instructed 
to report to the Citizenship Training Department for a 
period of twelve weeks. 
While at the Citizenship Training Department, John 
was found to be a slow thinker and one who possessed 
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poor coordination. He found it difficult to get along 
with the other boys and did little in a voluntary man-
ner to join in the activities. His actions indicated 
little or no respect for authority and he was known to 
have been untruthful on many occasions. At the comple-
tion of t he first stage of his probationary period, 
John was instructed to continue to report to the Citi-
zenship Training Department and shortly thereafter, on 
his seventeenth birthday, enlisted in the U.S. Army. 
He was therefore excused from any future participation 
in the program. It was the opinion of the staff that 
John, a tall, slender appearing youth, would profit 
greatly from his enlistment in the armed services where 
he would be treated as an adult. Had he not joined the 
armed services, it was felt that the boy would have 
probably become involved in further difficulty because 
of his persistence and close association with undesir-
able companions. 
The results of psychometric testing were as follows: 
In the Terman Group test, John was credited with a 
mental age of 12 years, 7 months and an intelligence 
quotient of 80. In the Wechsler-Bellevue test, the boy 
was credited with a full-scale performance of 90. 
Recommendations: None. 
Summary. 
Inadequate supervision in a home periodically dis-
rupted by co~~itments of t h e father to various institutions 
was a primary causative factor in this case. Loss of 
respect f or the father who should have had a firm status in 
the home subsequently spread to other spheres of activity. 
It was not surprising, therefore, that the boy had little 
respect for authority and became a disciplinary problem. 
The mother was unable to influence the constellation of in-
fluences which engendered delinquency. It was bel i eved 
t hat enlistment in the Army would fulfill the need of the bo • 
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Case 17 
---
SamuelS., age 12, the fourth of nine children, 
makes his home with his parents and siblings on the 
second floor of a four story, brick tenement building 
located in a heavily congested and run down area of the 
South End. The neighborhood is known for its high de-
linquency rate. 
The father, a veteran, has a past criminal record 
and has been known to be irresponsible and unreliable. 
At the present time however, he is actively engaged as 
a painter and has been doing well financially. He has 
never demonstrated any interest in family matters how-
ever. 
The mother is of low intelligence and is very in-
adequate in the proper supervision of her children. The 
boy's younger sister is reported to be sexual promiscu-
ous, is also reported to have a low intelligence level 
and was recently committed to a state school for the 
feeble-minded. Home life is unquestionably poor and 
inadequate for any of the children of the family. 
Samuel at present is a pupil in a special class and 
has been described by his teacher as one of the best 
behaved boys in the class. He is obedient, courteous, 
friendly and most helpful. 
The boy is a regular church attendant and is not a 
member of any social organization. The farr.ily has been 
known to the Division of Mental Hygiene, the South End 
Clinic, the Boston Society for the Prevention of Cruelty 
to Children, the Judge Baker Guidance Clinic, the Family 
Welfare Society, Boys' Parole, and the Boston Juvenile 
Court. 11 
As the results of a complaint of breaking, entering 
and larceny in the nighttime, Samuel was adjudged de-
linquent, placed on probation for a period of nine 
months and was instructed to report to the Citizenship 
Training Department for a period of twelve weeks for 
the first stage of his probationary period. 
hile at the Citizenship Training Department, Samuel l 
a small, meek, undernourished appearing boy, apparently I 
enjoyed the program and participated in a manner com-
mensurate with his capacity. He was a happy-go-lucky 
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youth and apparently was completely unaware of the poor 
economic situation in his home. Samuel appeared to be 
somewhat oblivious of the family structure around him. 
He participated in the entire program with sincere 
interest. Although of low mental ability and inadequate 
in many of the various activities, he expended a great 
deal of effort. The boy was a pronounced follower, and 
it was the opinion of the staff that safeguards must be 
taken in order to prevent the boy's being used as a 
tool or agent for older persons. He was also in need 
of an understanding counselor and a male figure with 
whom he could easily identify himself. 
Psychometric testing indicated the following re-
sults: In the Terman Group test, Samuel was credited 
with a mental age of 10 years and an intelligence quo-
tient of 61. In the Wechaler-Bellevue test, the boy 
was credited with a full-scale performance of 73. 
Recommendations: 
Summary. 
Medical -- None. 
Social -- The boy should be encouraged to take an 
active part in one of the social agencies 
in the South End where he could be given 
the opportunity for self-expression and 
enjoyment. 
Personal -- Continued probation supervision. 
A home situation characterized by an irresponsible, 
indifferent father with a long court record and an inade-
quate mother were among the primary causative factors pres-
ent in this case. The boy, together with his siblings, was 
given license to conduct his affairs in an almost uncon-
trolled environment. The extremely low intelligence capaci-
ty of the boy afforded him little resistance in those situ-
ations which called for sober thought and discrimination 
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and presaged an unfavorable prognosis in this instance. 
Case 18 
---
Joseph s, age 15, makes his home with his mother 
and father on the second floor of a two family tenement 
house located in a poor residential section of Roxbury. 
The delinquency rate of the immediate environs is not 
too high. 
The boy's father, who is at present unemployed, 
asserts that undesirable companions occasioned his son's 
appearance in court. The mother, an intelligent, well-
spoken woman and the dominant figure in the home, as-
serts that bad companions were the cause of her son's 
delinquency and also that Joseph does not respect his 
father as he formerly did. The relationship between 
the parents appears to be quite strained, and as a re-
sult, the father leaves home for extended periods of 
time during which his whereabouts are generally unknown. 
The boy's mother is also employed in a full time capac-
ity, and therefore neither parent is present in the 
home to afford adequate aupervision for the boy. 
The boy is at present an eighth grade pupil in gram-
mar school where he is known to be an exhibitionist. 
He possesses average capacities and is able to do fairly ! 
good work. Joseph, however, spends most of his time 
seeking the attention of his fellow students and that 
of his teachers. His marks may be characterized as 
being average or below average. 
The boy is a regular church attendant and is an 
active member of the choir. He is also a past member of 
the Boys' Club and at present is a member of the Y.M.C. 
A. The family has been known to the Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Children, The Boston City 
Hospital, the Boston Family Society and the Sommerville 
Family Service. 
As a result of a complaint of a larceny, Joseph was 
adjudged delinquent, given a suspended sentence to the 
Youth Service Board, placed on probation for nine 
months and for the first stage of his probationary 
period was instructed to attend the Citizenship Training 
Department for a period of twelve weeks. 
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While at the Citizenship Training Department, Joseph, 
a tall, gangling, awkward youth who is serious, nervous 
and self-conscious, tried hard to please and to receive 
praise. In the gym program he expended a great deal of I 
effort. His co-ordination, however, was below average, 
and sometimes the boy was the butt of comments which 
visibly effected him. He appeared to be tolerated by 
the group but did not seem to form any close contacts 
or associations although he made a conscious effort to 
do so. During the discussion classes he participated 
actively, always commented in a manner which indicated 
that he had a fairly good sense of social values, but 
waited till called upon to volunteer. 
The results of psychometric testings were as follows ! 
In the Terman Group test the boy was credited with a 
mental age of 14 years, 7 months, and an intelligence 
quotient of 95. In the Wechsler-Bellevue full-scale 
performance test, Joseph was credited with a quotient 
of 92. 
Recommendations: 
Summary. 
Medical -- Continue to wear eye glasses. 
Social -- Continue participation in church affili-
ations. 
Personal -- Continued probation supervision. 
Delinquency in this instance may have been an act of 
hostility and aggressiveness against the father who peri-
odically absented himself from the home for extended periods 
of time. Needed supervision and guidance was also missing 
because of full time employment by the mother. Lack of 
recognition in the home caused him to seek status as an 
exhibitionist in school and other spheres of endeavor but 
to no avail. The inadequacies of the home situation, 
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coupled with boy's personality failings, made prognosis 
rather uncertain. 
Case 19 
--
Benjamin D., age 15, the youngest of five children, 
lives with his father and siblings in a two story, 
single family wooden house located in a highly congested 
area of Cambridge. 
The father, a man of 53 years of age, is well 
groomed, soft spoken and seemingly intelligent. The 
father spent an unhappy boyhood; his parents died when 
he was seven years of age and for the next ten years 
he made his home with an inadequate paternal aunt. 
While with his aunt he was treated in a severe fashion 
and at the age of 17, was married after a very brief 
courtship. Nine children were born of this union. 
The mother, investigation discloses, did little to 
rear the family properly. She refused to remain in the 
home to afford proper supervision but rather kept 
company with strange men and drank to excess. The boy's 
parents were legally separated shortly after his birth, 
and at the present time the mother's whereabouts are 
unknown. A neighbor, shortly thereafter, became very 
attached to Benjamin and cared for him as one of her 
own children. The boy refers to this woman, who died 
in September of 1947, as the only friend he has ever 
had, and his father believes the boy's delinquency was 
occasioned mostly to missing her. 
At the present time Benjamin is an eighth grade 
pupil in a local vocational high school where he has 
been described as being stubborn, surly, unmanageable, 
and difficult to get along with. He was constantly in 
difficulties with his teachers and principal and re-
peated the third, seventh and eighth grades. It was 
apparent that Benjamin did not like school and at the 
same time was equally descernible that school authori-
ties did not welcome his presence. 
The boy is a regular church attendant and has been 
active member of the Cambridge Y.M.C.A. 
As the result of a complaint of larceny, Benjamin, 
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was adjudged delinquent, placed on probation and was 
ordered to attend the Citizenship Training Department 
for the first twelve weeks of his probationary period. 
While at the Citizenship Training Department, Ben-
jamin, a tall, nervous, fidgety youth, maintained 
steady attendance and in all respects conducted him-
self in a satisfactory fashion until his last runaway 
episode. In the various programs he was found to be 
one who enjoyed being and doing things by himself. In 
the gym program he was extremely awkward and therefore 
attempted to avoid this phase of the program. In the 
various craft activities he displayed an interest in 
leatherwork and produced fair results. In the discus-
sion classes he displayed a poor sense of social values 
and appeared to be thoroughly confused as to life in 
general. He felt that his own ideas and thoughts were 
correct and refused to accept any advice or counsel. 
A continuous talker who continually attempted to have 
the last word, Benjamin enjoyed being the center of 
things. He took the attendance, operated the motion 
picture projector and did anything possible which would 
relieve him from the necessity of attending to the 
regular routine of the program. Frequent talks with 
the boy indicated to members of the staff at the Citi-
zenship Training Department that the boy was familiar 
with the activities and meeting places of homosexuals, 
and the suspicion of homosexuality was associated with 
his runaway episodes. Benjamin denied any active as-
sociation with them, however~ 
The boy violated the conditions of his probation 
by absenting himself from the home for a period of 
three weeks. On ~arch 30, 1949, he was therefore com-
mitted to the Youth Service Board. 
The results of psychometric testings were as foll 
In the Terman Group test the boy was credited with a 
mental age of 11 years, 2 months and an intelligence 
quotient of 73. In the Wechsler-Bellevue full-scale 
performance test Benjamin was credited with a quotient 
of 82. 
Recommendations: 
None. 
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Summary. 
The primary factor occasioning delinquency in this 
instance was a broken home and resultant inadequate super-
vision. The father was unable to fulfill the position of 
a sorely needed mother figure in the home. This need was 
evident through the close association of the boy with a 
neighbor after whose death little or no counsel and guid-
ance was afforded. He continually chafed at any form of 
restriction or discipline both in school and the Citizen-
ship Training Department. Possessed of a low intelligence 
level, he was unable to face a reality situation and after 
a prolonged runaway episode was therefore surrendered to 
the Youth Service Board for committment purposes. 
Case 20 
--
Adam F., age 13, the fifth child of seven children 
in the home, lives with his parents and six siblings 
on the second floor of a four story, old, brick tene-
ment building located in a heavily congested area of 
the North End. The property is owned by the boy's 
parents. 
The father, a florist by trade, is a short, stocky, 
lazy person who has feigned illness and has been unem-
ployed for the past two years. The father has pre-
ferred to follow this program and let his children sup-
port him and has therefore caused considerable ill 
feeling in the family. The mother, a seemingly dull, 
sickly, hard working woman, receives little or no as-
sistance from any of her children. There appears to be 
a very poor relationship between the parents and between 
all other members of the family. The boy's mother 
blames her husband for being responsible for a recent 
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commitment of Adam's brother to the Industrial School 
for Boys at Shirley, Nassachusetts. Adam shows little 
affection for his father and has refused to carry out 
any of the latter's instructions. The entire family 
appears to have had little or no concern for one an-
other. There is little hope for improvement in this 
horne. 
The boy at present is a pupil in the sixth grade of 
a local grarrmar school where he is progressing very 
slowly. He has been described by school authorities to 
be a boy who is very cool, calm and collected but will 
fight without provocation. He has repeated the first, 
second and fifth grades. 
The boy is a regular church attendant and is an 
active member of the North Bennett Street Industrial 
School. The family has been known to the Family Wel-
fare Society, Boys' Parole, The Boston Juvenile Court, 
the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, 
Nassachusetts General Hospital, State Temporary Aid and 
the Boston City Dispensary. 
As a result of a complaint of breaking, entering 
and larceny in the nighttime, Adam was adjudged delin-
quent, given a suspended sentence, placed on probation 
for one year and for the first stage of his probationar 
period, was ordered to attend the Citizenship Training 
Department for a period of twelve weeks. 
\~ile in attendance at the Citizenship Training 
Department, Adam, a well developed, slow moving boy who 
possesses a pleasant smile, expended a great deal of 
effort and in all respects attempted to secure and main-
tain a good relationship with the staff. In the gym 
program he was rather slow and lacked proper coordina-
tion. His good sportsmanship, however, was adrrired by 
others in the group. In the discussion classes his 
contributions were negligible, and when he did offer 
a response he became easily confused and blushed ex-
cessively. In the craft activities he was a good 
worker and produced a high caliber of work. Adam kept 
to himself most of the time and enjoyed a good relation-
ship with others in the group. The boy appeared to be 
a follower, and unless he can identify himself with a 
male figure whom he can admire and one on whom he can 
depend for counsel and advice, the boy will, in all 
probability, become involved in further difficulties. 
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The results of psychometric testing were as follows: 
In t he Terman Group test the boy was credited with a 
mental age of 10 years and an intelligence quotient of 
67. In the Wechsler-Bellevue test the boy received a 
full-scale perforrrance quotient of 74. 
Reconurenda tions: 
Summary. 
Medical -- None. 
Social -- Continued encouragement to participate 
actively in the program of the North 
Bennett treet Industrial School. 
Personal -- Continued probation supervision. 
Personal inadequacies of the parents together with 
improper supervision and a low intelligence level were 
present in this case. Continued aggressiveness and hostili-
ty towards the father had culminated in prior court appear-
ances by the boy. The mother was unable to fulfill the 
needs of her children in a satisfactory fashion. The in-
difference of the father who was content to feign illness 
and assume a passive role in the family was also present 
and made prognosis decidedly unfavorable. 
Case 21 
---
Villiam s., age 16, and the third of four children, 
is a ward of the City Institutions Department, Boston, 
having been permanently committed to the Boston Juvenile ,, 
Court in May, 1935, following a neglect complaint re-
quested by t he Boston Society for Prevention of Cruelty 
to Children. 
The father, a confirmed criminal with borderline 
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intelligence, was adjudged insane and committed to the 
Bridgewater State Hospital in June,1934. The mother, 
who is feeble minded, has made many appearances in 
courts on various charges since the commitment of her 
husband. She is a confirmed alcoholic and has spent 
considerable period of time in the State Reformatory 
for Women, Framingham, Massachusetts. The boys sib-
lings were all placed in foster homes through the City 
Institutions Department, and records indicate that at 
the present time they are all bright, happy and enjoy 
favorable reputations. However, Willia~ has found it 
extremely difficult to adjust in the numerous foster 
homes in which he has been placed. His present foster 
parents report the boy to be disobedient, disagreeable, 
stubborn, insolent and defiant and add that he uses 
vile language. He was further described by his foster 
parents as having been sulky, arrogant, uncooperative 
and was also reported to have drunk liquor to excess 
on numerous occasions. A speech defect in addition to 
a persecution complex seems to be the major factors 
leading to this boy's difficulties. He has found it 
difficult to enjoy a favorable relationship with people 
and has managed to select as his close friends those 
whom he imagines are persecuted like himself. He dis-
likes people and therefore has little or nothing to do 
with them. 
illiam left the eighth grade last year in order to 
seek regular employment. While in school, however, he 
apparently enjoyed a favorable status. 
The boy is an irregular church attendant and at the 
present time is not an active member of any social 
agency or club. The family has been known to the Home 
for Little Wanderers, Family ~elfare Society, the State 
Prison Association, Roxbury Court, Boston Society for 
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, City Institutions 
Department and the State Reformatory for Women in addi-
tion to other agencies. 
As a result of a stubborn complaint, William was 
adjudged delinquent, placed on probation, and for the 
first stage of his probationary period was ordered to 
report to the Citizenship Training Department for a 
period of twelve weeks. 
William attended the Citizenship Training Department 
for only a short period of time before he was excused 
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to secure legitimate employment as a dishwasher. While 
in attendance, however, he was found to be uncoopera-
tive, stubborn and also possessed a very poor disposi- II 
tion. His participation in t h e program was poor. He I 
was found to be inadequate in all phases of the program. 
He remained by himself most of the time and would not 
permit anyone to penetrate the wall with which he had 11 
surrounded himself. William appeared to be a poor pro- I 
bationary risk, and it was the opinion of the staff that l 
unless the boy is able to gain satisfaction from his 
employment in order to compensate for his needs, his 
chance of remaining out of difficulties are slim. 
The results of the psychometric testing were as 
follows: In the Wechsler-Bellevue test, the boy was 
credited with a full-scale performance quotient of 74. 
The Terman Group test was not administered in this case. 
Recommendations: 
Summary. 
Medical -- Although the boy claimed to be deaf in 
his left ear, he did not keep a hearing 
appointment made for him. It was there-
fore recommended that this hearing in-
adequacy be attended to. 
Social -- The boy is in need of a great deal of 
warmth, friendship and recognition by 
sympathetic and understanding people. He 
should be made to feel that he is an im-
portant part of the community. 
Personal -- Continued probation supervision. 
A very poor home environment which was characterized 
by a feeble-minded father, the possessor of a long criminal 
record, and an alcoholic feeble-minded mother, also known 
to various courts, were among the primary factors in this 
case. The boy's aggressiveness was such that he received 
little guidance and counsel in the many foster homes in 
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which he was placed. Deprived of gaining satisfactions and 
fulfillment of his needs from parents who normally provide 
such, the boy was unable to achieve a good .relationship 
with foster parents because of his defensive personality. 
Prognosis was therefore unfavorable. 
Case 22 
Robert L., age 14, makes his home with his step-
father, mother and older sister on the third floor of 
a tenement block located in a poor residential section 
of Roxbury. 
The father left the home when the latter was two 
years of age, and the boy has therefore never had an 
opportunity to know him. For the following six years 
the boy resided with his maternal grandmother who re-
tains considerable influence within the family. 
The mother appears to be a highstrung, inconsistent 
woman, with volitil emotions and has little insight into! 
the problems of her children. In 1947 she remarried, 
and the stepfather has undertaken his duties within the 
family in a very serious fashion. His fatherly advice 
and restrictions were soon met by the children with 
hostility, stubbornness and open resentment. As ten-
sion increased within the home, the stepfather became 
more insecure in his position until at last he felt that 
conditions might improve if he left the home. The boy 
has absented himself from the home on many occasions 
rather than face the discipline and control of his 
parents and has stated that his parents are not neces-
sary. A great deal of embarrassment has accrued to the 
family in the neighborhood because of Robert's stories 
to the neighbors concerning this family. The parents 
have apparently attempted to cope with the boy to the 
best of their ability but have met only with continued 
emotional tension and apparent failure. 
In 1946, at the age of eleven, Robert was placed in 
a special graded class as he was still having difficulty 
performing second grade academic work. The boy has 
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continued to remain in this classification. In 1948, 
testing revealed that he could do first grade work 
adequately and some portions of work ordinarily found 
in the second grade. Robert was described by school 
authorities as being lazy, pleasant natured and in-
capable of academic work. In school he has had no 
close friends, has tended to be antisocial and has been 
the source of considerable irritation to many of his 
classmates. 
The boy's parents profess different religious 
faiths. Robert, however, has never been induced to at-
tend either church. He has been a member of the South 
End Boys Club where his attendance has been irregular. 
The family has been known to the Boston Red Cross, The 
Boston Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Chil-
dren and the Boston City Hospital. 
Robert appeared in the Brookline Juvenile Court as 
a result of a complaint of operating a motor vehicle 
without owner's consent. He was adjudged delinquent 
and was placed on probation for a period of one year. 
As a result of a referral by the Brookline Court to the 
Citizenship Training Department, the boy was instructed 
to attend this Department for a period of twelve weeks. 
The first stages of the boy's attendance at the 
Citizenship Training Department were characterized as a 
period of cooperation by the boy with the program. A 
short, thin, athletically developed boy, he apparently 
enjoyed the gymnasium prograrrs considerably and partici-
pated with interest and vigor. During the discussion 
classes he volunteered little, and his monosyllabic 
answers were drawn out. In the craft activities he 
showed little interest and participated with no personal 
satisfaction in being creative. He adjusted to the 
other boys in a fairly satisfactory manner and appeared 
to be accepted as one of the group. It soon became 
apparen~ however, that when excited the boy stuttered 
and was quick to turn to the defensive. He became shy 
and withdrawn when he believed his feelings were hurt 
or slighted. His tendency to absent himself from the 
program became progressively worse until he did not 
attend at all. In interviews concerning his absence 
frorr. the Citizenship Training Department, school and 
home, Robert expressed a desire to do better but acted 
to the contrary. As staff members attempted to attain 
a closer relationship with the boy, he became increas-
ingly withdrawn and increased his absenteeism. During 
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this period of time the parents' attitude was changing, 
tension within the horne was mounting and his mother 
became ill. In view of the increasing turmoil and con-
fusion in the boy's mind, it was felt that attendance 
at the Citizenship Training Department proved to be too 
traumatic an experience for the youth. Supervision of 
this case was therefore ordered transferred and returned 
to the Brookline Juvenile Court. 
II Psychometric testings were as follows: In the 
Wechsler-Bellevue test the boy was credited with a full-
scale performance quotient of 61. The Terman Group test 
was not administered in this case. In the Dearborn 
Group test, however, the boy was credited with a mental 
age of 9 years and an intelligence quotient of 64. 
Recommendations: 
None. 
Summary. 
The absence for many years of a male figure with 
whom he could identify and the abrupt arrival of a step-
father produced divided loyalty and tension within the 
family and ultimately contributed to the boy satisfying his 
needs through an antisocial medium. An unsecure stepfather 
was incapable of administering minor disciplinary ~easures 
and periodically absented himself from the home to escape 
the home situation. The mother, too, was unable to gratify 
her children's needs. When continued attendance at the 
Citizenship Training Department proved too traumatic for 
him, supervision was transferred to the original juris-
diction. 
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Case 23 
Jack B., age 12, makes his horne with his father, 
mother and five siblings in a five room apartment lo-
cated on the first floor of an old tenement building 
in a highly congested area of the South End. The 
neighborhood is well known for its high delinquency 
rate. 
The father, whose employment record bas been rather 
spasmodic, devotes his entire ti~e and energy in an 
attempt to support the family in an adequate fashion 
and is therefore very seldom in the home. The mother 
appears to be a weak, ineffectual individual and has 
little or no control over her children. Despite this, 
however, there appears to be warmth, friendliness and 
a good relationship among all members of the household. 
At the present time Jack is an eighth grade pupil 
in grammar school and enjoys a favorable status in the 
classroom. He has never been known to be a disciplinary 
problem. His present teacher is of the opinion that the 
boy is somewhat of a tool of others who take advantage 
of him. The boy has repeated t~e second grade. 
The boy is an irregular church attendant but is an 
active member of the Lincoln House. The family has 
been known to the Boston City Hospital, Boston Public 
elfare, Volunteers of America and the Salvation Army. 
As a result of a complaint of malicious destruction 
of property, Jack was adjudged delinquent, placed on 
probation for nine months and was instructed to report 
to the Citizenship Training Department for the first 
twelve weeks of his probationary period. 
hile at the Citizenship Training Department, Jack, 
a small, under-nourished appearing boy, appeared to 
have a quiet, impassive manner about him. Although not 
a bright boy, he performed to the best of his capacity, 
was cooperative and punctual in attendance and was well 
liked by the staff and other members attending the pro-
gram. His only absences were due to illness caused by 
colds and a general condition of debility for which the 
Citizenship Training Department purchased vitamin pills 
as recommended by the Boston City Dispensary. Jack was 
also afflicted with a speech impediment. It was the 
opinion of the staff, however, that the boy can make a 
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proper social adjustment because of the possession of 
sufficient number of desirable basic qualities in his 
personality pattern. 
Psychometric testing reveals the following: In 
t~e Terman Group test the boy was credited with a 
mental age of 12 years, 8 months and an intelligence 
quotient of 92. In the Wechsler-Bellevue test the boy 
was credited with a full-scale performance quotient or 
99. 
Recommendations: 
Medical -- The boy is in need or a balanced diet 
with added vitamins and protiens. He 
should have his eyes and ears examined 
yearly. 
a " 
Social Continued encouragement to participate in 
Summary • 
various activities at the Lincoln House. 
Personal -- He should choose interests and compan-
ions who will not lead him astray. Con-
tinued male guidance and supervision are 
necessary. 
. Although the home situation was characterized by 
ravorable qualities, it was not impeccable in that the 
father, although ravorably motivated to the adequate support 
or the ramily, had little time ror the intangible necessi-
ties which his children needed. The mother, into whose 
charge adequate supervision and guidance were inherited, was 
incapable or administering such. The boy himself, however, 
appeared to possess sufficient balance to make possible a 
favorable prognosis in this case. 
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Department for a period of twelve weeks. 
'hile at the Citizenship Training Department, John, 
a well-developed, likable youth, performed well in all 
phases of the program. He was a willing and enthusi-
astic participant in the gym activities but was erratic 
and impatient in the craft program where he expended 
little effort. In discussion classes he usually gave 
intelligent answers which indicated that he possessed a 
very good sense of social values. In dramatics and the 
visual aid program, he also volunteered and participated 
willingly. His entire attitude may be described as 
having been cooperative, industrious and one of respect 
for authority. It was felt, however, that the boy 
should be taken from the home because of a definite lack 
of supervision by the mother and because of continued 
truancy. John was therefore placed in. a foster home 
with the mother's approval and financial assistance. 
Psychometric testing results were as follows: In 
the Terman Group test the boy was credited with a mental 
age of 13 years, 4 months, and an intelligence quotient 
of 105. The Wechsler-Bellevue test was not administered 
in this case. 
Recommendations: 
Summary. 
Medical -- None. 
Social -- The boy should be encouraged to partici-
pate in various club activities with 
those of his own age level and is in need 
of more supervision and guidance. 
Personal -- John is in need of a strong rr~le figure 
for identification purposes. He is also 
in need of more routine in his daily life 
and continued probation supervision. 
A home situation characterized by inadequate super-
vision was the primary causative factor in this situation. 
The mother was unable to afford proper supervision for her 
son because of the nature of her employment. The absence 
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of a male figure for identification purposes also contribu-
ted to the boy's delinquency. The presence of a number of 
desirable personality characteristics, however, together 
with a foster home placement to meet his basic needs, made 
prognosis in this case favorable. 
Case 25 
--
Herbert E., age 12, illegitimate and the youngest 
child, makes his home with his mother, three older 
siblings, and two younger nieces on the third floor of 
a four story brick tenement building located in a 
heavily congested area of the South End. From the 
standpoint of delinquency, the neighborhood is poor. 
The father, a former real estate operator, lived 
out of wedlock with the mother for a number of years and 
then married her in 1934. He died as a result of cancer 
in 1935. 
The mother, a woman of questionable character and 
low moral standards and an illegitimate child herself, 
has given birth to nine illegitimate children by five 
different men. A large, seemingly intelligent woman, 
she appeared to be over defensive and shrewd during con-
tacts with this Department. For the past few years she 
has been employed as an under~raduate nurse for a doctor 
and has earned approximately '56 per week salary. The 
home life, however, appears to be weak. Everybody with-
in the family scope appears to have separate interests 
and appears to be going in their own direction. There 
is a definite lack of friendliness and family spirit 
among members of the family. 
At the present time Herbert is a seventh grade pupil 
in grammar school where he is described as being a very 
poor pupil. A hyperactive, troublesome youth, Herbert 
was continually in trouble and therefore found it diffi-
cult to establish a wholesome relationship with his 
fellow class mates. He has repeated the third grade. 
The boy is an irregular church member and has been 
an active member of the Ellis Memorial Social Center 
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where he excelled in t~e gym program and crafts. The 
Family has been known to Aid to Dependent Children, 
Boston Psychopathic Hospital, Boston Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Children, the Boston Travelers 
Aid Society and Brockton Juvenile Court. 
As a result of a complaint of breaking and entering 
and larceny in the Brockton Juvenile Court, Herbert was 
adjudged delinquent and was placed on probation. Shortly 
thereafter the family moved to Boston and active super-
vision in this case was assumed by request of the Brock-
ton Court by the Citizenship Training Department where 
he was instructed to report for a period of twelve 
weeks. 
While in attendance at the Citizenship Training 
Department, Herbert, a s~ort, stocky, well-developed 
youngster, displayed extreme aggressiveness in all 
phases of the gym program. He possessed an angelic ex-
pression, together with soft speech and demeanor and 
when spoken to harshly, often crted very easily. His 
aggressiveness in the gym was apparent in those situ-
ations in which he wanted his own way. He was willing 
to fight if necessary, at any time, to gain his desired 
results. In the craft classes, however, he was found 
to be inadequate and careless. He talked excessively 
and failed to carry out instructions. His entire atti-
tude appeared to be one of boredom. In the discussion 
classes the boy was found to be inattentive and dis-
interested, and his responses indicated that he had a 
poor sense of social values. The boy was essentially 
in need of training and supervision with a firm but 
friendly approach. It was the opinion of the staff that 
prognosis was poor and that the youth, in all probabili-
ty, will likely once again become involved in further 
difficulties. 
While in attendance at the Citizenship Training 
Department, the farr.ily moved to ~uincy, Massachusetts. 
Herbert was therefore discharged from supervision by the 
Citizenship Training Department and was instructed to 
report back to the Brockton Juvenile Court for further 
supervision. 
Psychometric testing indicated the following: In 
the Terman Group test the boy was credited with a mental 
age of 10 years and an intelligence quotient of 67. In 
the vechsler-Bellevue test he was credited with a full-
scale performance of 85. 
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Recommendations: 
Summary. 
Uedical -- The youth should undergo surgery to cor-
rect a cataract condition at the age or 
16. 
Social -- The boy should be encouraged to partici-
pate actively in settlement house activi-
ties and is essentially in need or rirm, 
rriendly treatment. 
Personal -- Continued probation supervision with 
considerable patience by the Brockton 
Juvenile Court. 
Delinquency in this instance was the result or a 
number of unwholesome influences. Inadequate supervision 
was occasioned through the death of his father. The mother 
was of loose moral character, as is evidenced by the lengthy 
succession of illegitimate children in the family situation, 
and was obviously unable to attend to the normal, everyday I 
needs of her children. The boy possessed a low intelligence 
level and his meeting of ordinary situations and demands 
proved to be too traumatic for him. Prognosis in this case 
was therefore understandably poor. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SU!vi1YIARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The immediate purpose of this thesis was to tr.ake an 
analytical examination of twenty-five youths adjudged delin-
quent by the Boston Juvenile Court and referred to the Citi- 1 
zenship Training Department in the first four months of the 
year 1949. The study was to focus about the causative and 
environmental factors prominent in each case together with 
a determination of the personality and behavior patterns 
found in each case. 
It is noteworthy to discover that in every instance, 
the youths made their homes in highly congested residential 
areas. Most of these areas, known for their high delin-
quency rates, were found in what is commonly referred to as 
the North End, South End and ~est End sections of Boston. 
In almost every instance, the home was found to be in a 
dilapidated condition and was overcrowded. One exception 
is that in which the boy, a ward of the Institutions Depart-
ment, lived with foster parents. 
We note, too, that of the twenty-five cases, the 
two parents were present in the home in but twelve instances 
The absence of one or more parents in other cases afforded 
the youths a minimum of supervision and guidance. In two 
other instances, prolonged illness contributed to the 
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breakup of the home, and in another, periodic desertion by 
the father. 
In eight cases we found homes broken by the absence 
of the father. In two of the above cases, the father was 
deceased; one father had deserted his family; two were 
defendants in divorce actions; one had entered upon a volun-
tary separation; no information was available in the other 
two cases other than that the father was "absent." 
In four instances, the home was broken by absence 
of the mother. One mother had deserted the family; another 
was deceased; a third was absent by reason of divorce; in 
i! the fourth instance, the mother was absent by reason of a 
voluntary separation. 
In two cases, a step-parent was present; one boy, 
as previously noted, lived with foster parents; another 
made his home with a grandparent. 
An examination of the cases indicates that in seven 
instances, parents were known to various courts. In five 
cases, the father had appeared before the courts; in one 
case, the mother alone was known to two courts, and in the 
seventh case, both parents were known. Of the above cases, 
two fathers had been committed on one occasion to the 
~assachusetts State Prison, and one mother had been com-
mitted to the Reformatory for Women, Framingham, Massa-
chusetts. 
The nuwber of siblings is also of special interest. 
Among the twenty-five cases were found a total of sixty-four 
siblings. A closer exa~ination of the above is as follows: 
five boys were without siblings; four had one sibling; six, 
two siblings; three, three siblings; one, four siblings; 
three, five siblings; two, six siblings; and one, eight 
siblings. The mean or average for siblings, therefore, in 
the cases studied was 2.5 per case. 
In ten cases the study indicated continued and ex-
cessive alcoholism on the part of one or both parents. This 
condition in all cases led to economic strain and tension in 
the family. 
The age of boys in attendance at the Citizenship 
Training Department ranged from a minimum of twelve years to 
sixteen years of age. Four youths were twelve years of age; 
two, thirteen years, seven, fourteen years; six, fifteen 
years; and six, sixteen years of age. The average or mean 
age of boys in attendance in our case studies was fourteen 
years, three months. 
The families of the subject cases examined were 
known to ninety-six other agencies. This figure does not 
include other members of the immediate family known to the 
Boston Juvenile Court and represents the minimum number of 
contacts made by other agencies. The above figure repre-
sents an average of 3.8 contacts on different occasions with 
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other agencies in metropolitan Boston. It is significant 
to note that only in two cases were the families unknown to 
other agencies, while in another instance, one family was 
known to at least eleven separate social agencies. 
Examination of school progress indicated the follow-
ing: five boys were members of special ungraded classes; 
two boys had withdrawn from school after completion of their 
sixteenth birthday; another boy withdrew from a special 
class; one was a pupil in the fifth grade; one in the sixth 
grade; two in the seventh grade; six in the eighth grade; 
four in the ninth grade; two in the tenth grade; and one in 
the eleventh grade. The average grade of the seventeen boys 
in attendance at school at the time of our study was the 
eighth grade. 
A survey of the boys with respect to active partici-
pation in club and settlewent house activities reveals that 
eleven maintained active membership in any agency. The 
term "active," though elastic in nature, is defined by the 
youths own interpretation and implies that they visited the 
agency at least once a week. Seven youths had been former 
members of various agencies, and seven had never been 
members of any club. Among the above cases were two where 
the boys were members of the National Guard. 
The offenses heard before the Boston Juvenile Court 
which led to referral to the Citizenship Training Department 
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were varied in nature: ten boys were adjudged delinquent 
because of breaking, entering and larceny complaints; nine 
were adjudged delinquent because of larceny complaints; two 
appeared because of complaints of malicious destruction of 
property; one on a stubborn complaint; one because of a 
school offender complaint; one because of a complaint of 
operating a motor vehicle without consent of the owner; and 
the last because of a parking violation complaint. Only 
four of the boys had ever before appeared in any court. 
Sixteen of the youths of the twenty-five cases ex-
amined completed the program at the Citizenship Training 
Department in a satisfactory fashion. Two boys were re-
leased from further attendance in order to accept employ-
ment. Two youths enlisted in the United States Army and 
were therefore excused from further attendance. Active 
supervision in two other instances was transferred to origi-
nal jurisdictions . Two boys were returned to the Boston 
Juvenile Court because of new violations and were subse-
quently co~~itted to the Youth Service Board. In another 
case, the boy was released from further attendance after he 
was placed in a foster home. 
The Terman Group test was administered in twenty of 
the cases studied. Intelligence scores received by the 
boys ranged from a low of 57 to a high of 120. Graph I 
illustrates intelligence quotients in relation to the 
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1 twenty cases in which the test was administered. The mean 
or average intelligence level was found to be 87.3. The 
median was established at 90.5 and the mode in the 90-99 
group level. 
Chronological ages and mental ages credited to the 
twenty boys in those cases where the Terman Group teat was 
administered are indicated in Graph II. 2 The mean or aver-
age mental age of the youths was determined to be thirteen 
years, four months. The median was established at thirteen 
years, eight ~ontha and the mode in the 13-14 year group. 
It is interesting to note that the average chronological 
age of all boys studied , as previously stateQ; was four-
teen years, three months, or eleven months in excess of 
their mental age. Boys under twelve years of age and over 
seventeen are not referred to the Citizenship Training 
Department. Hence the relatively short spread of chrono-
logical age graphs in relation to the mental age graphs 
which cover a period of ten years. 
Among the twenty-five cases examined, we note that 
regular psychometric testing was augmented in sixteen 
instances by the utilization of the Wechaler-Bellevue test. 
1 See page 98. 
2 See page 99. 
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Graph rrr3 indicates full-scale performance scores achieved 
by the youths. The mean or average was established at 85.1 
and the median at 88. The mode was determined to be in the 
90-99 group. 
Doctors Healy and Bronner, in their study, found 
that the essential difference between delinquent children 
and their non-delinquent siblings lay in the fact that the 
latter had satisfying relationships with their parents 
while the delinquents did not. 4 The delinquents felt un-
loved, rejected and hence became hostile toward the world. 
The delinquency was the child's way of reacting to his inner 
urges and environmental pressures and was occasioned by the 
offender's feelings of deprivation, frustration and inse-
curity. 
Findings based upon an examination of the cases 
which are the subject matter of our study are in agreement 
with those of the fore-mentioned authorities. When we note 
the number of homes broken by various reasons and the con-
ditions which existed in other situations in which the 
parents were present, it is not difficult to understand the 
lack of satisfying relationships between children and their 
3 See page 101. 
4 William Healy and August F. Bronner, New Lights 
on Delinquency and its Treatment. New Haven: Yale Uni-
versity Press, 1936, pp. 79-80. 
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parents. Lack of supervision, financial strain, alcoholism, 
parents with substantial court records, disciplinary parents 
and overprotective parents were present in our study and 
contributed to interpersonal relationships long nourished 
in unwholesome settings. 
We note that in many instances the delinquency may 
have been an act of hostility and aggressiveness against 
disciplinary parental figures. The delinquent act may have 
been a method of punishing parents with whom the youth 
has never identified or accepted as ego ideals. 
In other cases we note that lack of recognition in 
the home and school caused youths to seek status as an ex-
hibitionist. In those instances when parental ties were 
not close, the parents could not successfully exercise 
needed supervision and guidance, nor could the youths ac-
cept such without hostility and aggressiveness. 
The absence of a male figure for identification 
purposes also was found in many instances. The mother in 
these cases was unable to gratify her children's needs. e 
note that the abrupt arrival of a stepfather produced di-
vided loyalty and tension and subsequently contributed to 
the youth satisfying his needs through an antisocial medium. 
Personal inadequacies of the boys oftentimes con-
tributed to their delinquency. ~any youths possessed a 
limited intelligence capacity and therefore were unable to 
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face a reality situation without its being too traumatic 
and challenging for them to cope with successfully. In 
these instances, we note that the youths were unable to 
grasp any of the fundamental precepts and benefits which 
normally accrue to those who attend sessions of the Citizen-
ship Training Department. It is significant to note that 
in two cases in which the boys were of low intelligence 
level, a poor prognosis was followed by repeated violations 
which eventually necessitated commitment to a correctional 
institution. 
In general, then, a delinquent youth is emotionally 
maladjusted, unhappy, frustrated and insecure. He has been 
thwarted in the fulfillment of his basic emotional needs, 
and the delinquency represents his feelings of frustration 
and deprivation. Street and gang life afford him excite-
ment, stimulation and status. He finds in delinquency the 
independence and recognition for wr ich he has been searching. 
Various recommendations, all stemming from different 
levels of approach, can be offered in considering the prob-
lem of delinquency. On the community level, prevention 
programs can be undertaken to do something about inadequate 
medical and welfare services, poor housing, vicious neigh-
borhoods, unemployment, economic insecurity, substandard 
wages and the many other hindrances to sound, healthy living. 
Since the parent-child relationship is the matrix 
--'-'----------'-=- --
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out of which the child's personality emerges and develops, 
we see, therefore, the need for an enlightened and under-
standing parenthood. Doctors, teachers, social workers and 
others should be ready to offer expert advice to parents in 
helping them meet the many complicated problems of parent-
hood. Professional workers should be properly trained to 
give accurate information so that they may be of maximum 
service to the parent and thus, to the child. 
There should also be a strong spirit of cooperation 
between various agencies of the community and the court. 
The latter is not 11 per se" a therapeutic agency and there-
fore must depend upon the continued support of all agencies 
if it is to evaluate the child's difficulties in the light 
of his total setting. Cooperation of clinics is needed if 
the court is to understand the psychological, physical and 
social forces motivating the social behavior of the delin-
quent and thus treat him according to his individual needs. 
The problem of preventing juvenile delinquency is 
the responsibility of the entire community. All community 
services--schools, courts, clinics, churches, recreation 
centers, welfare agencies--must plan and work together in 
an integrated program based upon meeting children's needs. 
The necessity for the increased use of psychiatrists, psy-
chologists, the development of vocational-educational pro-
grams and the use of trained vocational counselors in the 
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school is apparent. Emphasis should be placed on having a 
program suited to the needs of the individual child. Rou-
tine, inflexible knowledge which may or may not be necessary 
for satisfying living is put to little use by the child who 
is beset with fears and complexes, insufficient insight and 
imagined inadequacies. 
Prevention of delinquency in any community involves 
the concerted efforts of private citizens, community social 
agencies and the local government. There should be cooper-
ation between the school, family, social agencies and 
churches. Recreational facilities, child welfare and guid-
ance centers, family welfare services and mental hygiene 
clinics should be ~xpanded and extended. Local government 
should furnish effective leadership and should undertake 
programs which would be all inclusive. The exclusion of 
members of minority groups from the major stream of communi-
ty life intensifies in them the frustration, aggressive 
tendencies and insecurity that are characteristic in our 
culture. 
Delinquency and its prevention is a problem of 1m-
mensa proportions. ithin its sphere there is room for 
much activity, for personal devotion to an important task. 
It is only through the combined and total efforts of all 
citizens, however, that there can be any appreciable gains 
made against this ageless social problem. 
Approved 
~;ra~ 
Richard K. Conant 
Dean 
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APPENDIX 
f 
Name 
Age 
Home: 
- -=~-
SCHEDULE 
Area of Residence: Business, Residential 
Type of Neighborhood 
Type of Home 
Siblings at Home 
Number of Rooms 
Parents: 
Name 
Birthplace 
Education 
Occupation 
Health 
Conditional Factors in Home: 
Furnishings 
Overcrowded 
Lodgers 
Illness 
Broken by Death 
Divorce 
Separation 
Illness 
Home Unbroken 
Relationships of Offender: 
Father 
Mother 
Siblings 
School Progress : 
Attitudes 
Capacities 
Church Attendance: 
Regular 
Irregular 
107 
I 
J 
I 
Club Affiliations: 
Number 
Length of Membership 
Agencies Known to Family 
Offender at the Citizenship Training Department : 
Physical Examination 
Psychometric Testing 
Reaction to Treatment 
Attitudes and Capacities 
~assachusetts Board of Probation Records: 
Father 
Yother 
Siblings 
Recommendations: 
Medical 
Social 
Personal 
Case Analysis 
~~-
1 
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